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'The Eveready Hour
Like the fabled ship in which Jason brought
home the enchanted fleece of gold, the Eveready
Hour brings a rich treasure of entertainment
to charm the harbor-homes of its hearers.
Inaugurated two years ago. the Evercady
Hour was an adventure in broadcasting—an
hour of connected entertainment, uninterrupted by the frequent injection of the name
of the broadcaster.
Many of these programs have become famous. Thousands of letters voice the appreciation of our audience and ask for repetition
of favorites. We make no requests for these
letters, but they mean much to our artists and
to us, and are of great value in helping us in
our efforts to arrange programs of a distinctive nature and pfeasing to the vast audience.
Radio has already become a highly specialized art worthy of the most scrupulous code of
ethics, and the Eveready Hour represents a
sincere effort to pioneer in providing the most
acceptable form of radio entertainment.
Eveready programs cover a wide range of
entertainment and human interest, transporting us to periods of wholesome simplicity; to
barren islands where marooned sailors meet
adventure, starvation and death; to battle-

scarred France with singing doughboys; to
emotional heights by telling with music the
stories of the seasons; and to memories of
yesteryear aroused by old ballad and musical
comedy favorites.
Eveready Hour begins at 9 p. m. each
I uesday night, Eastern Standard Time.
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY. Inc.
New \ ork
San Francisco
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario
Tuesday night means Eveready Hour —
9 p. m., Eastern Standard Time, through
the following stations:
wiAr-.Vnr Vork
wsai-C memmtii
wjAK-rrinMeiue
KHj-DrtrtU
WEBI-iWofl
troc-Daxmpor/
WTAC-H'orfMfef
WZAM-ClevelmJ
•KTi-FkUmiflphM
ViGX-Huptlo
vrCAM-Patsburik
yfON-Ckkaco
MD-S/. Louis

eVEBHADY
Radio Batteries
-they last hnqer
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WHO makes the vacuum tubes you
use? is one important question.
Who tests them- is another.
The same great research laboratories that developed the Mazda lamp have developed
the Radiotron. The five great factories that
manufacture the Mazda lamp, manufacture
the Radiotron. And the same genius and the
same scrupulous accuracy ate behind the test
methods developed for the RCA test laboratories.
You would not think of putting into your
lightingsocket today, anything but a Mazda
lamp. Why put into your radio socket, anything but an RCA Radiotron—backed by
the same skill, the same engineering and
manufacturing resources?
A Radiotron is far more dilficult to make
than an electric lamp. It demands accuracy
to the hundredth of an inch. It demands
ten million times rarer exhaustion of the air
from the tube. And to guard against error
in the turning out of hundreds of thousands
ot Radiotrons—to insure the high standards
of uniform perfection that have made famous the names of RCA, General Electric
and Wcstinghousc. the RCA laboratories
have developed tests delicately exact. When
you buy a vacuum tube—know who made
and tested it. Look for the RCA mark and
the name Radiotron on the base.
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RCA-Radiotron
MADE BY THE MAKERS OK RAD 10 LAS
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Reception
Raytheon Tube B-Eliminator
using

T ransformers
ONGAN
B-Power
509 Full Wave
$7.00 List
Also — Transformers
and Chokes for R. C.
A. and Cunningham
Tubes.
Chokes

BGS
514 20 henry
$5.00 List
Raytheon Tubes
$6.00 List
Check or money orders filled at once —
huild your own and
enjoy consistent, quiet
and economical radio.

Units

Thousands of fans who have built their
own B-Eliminators, using Raytheon
l ubes and Dongan Transformers and
Chokes, have found an almost unbelievable improvement in reception. Smooth,
uninterrupted plate supply perfects the
quality of all signals and greatly clears
up and gives added strength to D X
work—the ideal equipment for the International Tests.
Dongan B-Powcr Units are essential
parts to the construction of this remarkable new Eliminator. Complete instructions make it easy to build your own.
l ubes and Dongan parts at most good
dealers. For interesting details write for
information at once.
Manufacturers
For B-Eliminator ami Receiving Set manufacturers.
Dongan offers a complete line of B-Power Units, Audio
Transformers, A C. Tube Step-Down Transformers and
Voltmeters. Information or engineering cooperation at
your request.

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
2995 3001 Franklin Street, Detroit, Mich.
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M.

B. SLEEPER

announces the new

1926 —

BROWNING-DRAKE
KB-8
(NON-REGENERATIVE)

An achievement in electrical and mechanical
engineering.
Tremendous range and power.
Impedance coupled amplification, straightlinc-frequency tuning.
Data prints, giving picture wiring diagrams,
assembly instructions, parts list, panel patterns, are now ready. Price $1.00.
Complete description and photographs will
appear in Radio Engineering1 for March.

Send your order to M. B. Sleeper, Inc.,
A-52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York City.

p. i
. In quantities of 12 or more, the discount is 50%
ueaiers:
Data prints are shipped in individual lubes
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Model R Receiver:
R a u I a n d - Lyricequipped. Price.
$90 (East of the
Rocky Mountains)

if-

Beauty

and

K
a

Permanence

The first finished receiver to bear the name
ALL-AMERICAN is. as might be expected, a
notable piece of engineering. It exemplifies, above
ail, the many excellences which can be built into
a set by a well-equipped factory, but which would
be impracticable at any price for the home builder.
For example, the three condensers (ALL-AMERICAN
360* S.L.F. shielded type) are operated by two dials; no
cords or gears are used, but the sliding members of the second
and third condensers are joined by a straight connecting rod.
adjusted permanently at the factory to exact length.
Compartments in each end of the cabinet house the necessary batteries. With this feature, together with a good
speaker located for best acoustic effect, the Model R represents indeed an installation which any far-seeing dealer may
well view with satisfaction.

n

Deliveries are well in hand in spite of the unprecedented
demand. Ask your jobber, or write us.
ALL-AMERICAN RADIO CORPORATION, E. N. Rauland, Pre*., 4217 Bclmont Ave.. Chicago
OWNING AND OPIRATING STATION WENR—266 METERS

All-American
Pioneers

in

the

Radio
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Industry

-

Distortionless

Amplification
In impedance coupled Amplifiers (which evenly
amplify all the notes in the musical scale) as well as
in most of the latest developments in audio amplification. fixed condensers and j,'rid leaks are essential elements of the hook-up.
Unless the accuracy and reliability of these jiarts is
above question, the results from the unit will prove
disappointing.
The set-bui!der who uses Dubilicr By-Pass Condensers and the silent Dubilier Melaleak in constructing this unit, works with the assurance that comes
from the use of parts whose performance has been
tested and guaranteed by the best known manufacturer
of condensers in the world.

Dubilier
CONDENSER AND RADIO CORPOHATION
4377 Bronx Boulevard
New York, N. Y.

54
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Illustrating the pillar method of Insulating low-loss condensers
The First Low-Loss Condenser
Patent
Patent 1,555.634 is probably the first to be granted on low-loss
condenser construction
ON September 29th. 1925, patent within said frame, a spacer block at op1.555,634 was issued to Samuel posite ends of said stator plates and inCohen. Assignor to the General Instru- sulation means interposed between said
ment Corporation, of New York.
spacer blocks and said condenser frame
The exact significance of this is not and maintained under compression for seyet clear, altho it will undoubtedly affect curing said stator plates in position inmany manufacturers, for the method of termediate said end plates,
insulating covered by this patent was
7. A variable condenser construction
was used this year by an increasing num- comprising in combination a frame, a pluber of concerns.
rality of stator plates centrally located
The following claims are reprinted within said frame, a spacer block at opfrom the application, selected as covering posite ends of said stator plates and
the most important points of the inven- short cylindrical insulators interposed betion.
tween opposite ends of said spacer blocks
1. A variable condenser construction and said end plates for securing said
comprising in combination a pair of end stator plates intermediate said end plates,
plate portions, a plurality of stator plates
9. A variable condenser construction
positioned between said end plate por- comprising in combination a frame, a plutions. spacer members at opposite ends of rality of stator plates centrally located
said plates for positively spacing each of within said frame, a spacer block at opsaid plates one from another and a plu- ' posite ends of said stator plates, a vitrerality of pedestal insulators interposed ous post interposed between said spacer
between said end plates and said spacer blocks and said condenser frame and
members for supporting said stator plates maintained under compression for securapart from said end plate portions.
ing said stator plates in position interme2. A variable condenser construction diate said end plates and means binding
comprising in combination a pair of end said end plates together.
plates, a plurality of posts interconnect13. In a variable condenser eonstrucing said end plates forming a frame, a tion a frame comprising a pair of end
plurality of stator plates carried within plates, a rotor, hearings for said rotor
said frame, a pair of plates positively comprising a liall pivot carried by one of
spacing said plates apart and a plurality said end plates and a spring collet chuck
of insulated posts interposed between carried by the opposite end plate and
said spacer members and said end plates. I laving means for adjusting said chuck
3. A variable condenser construction longitudinally on the axis of said shaft
comprising in combination a frame, a whereby said rotor plates may be cenplurality of stator plates centrally located trally positioned between said end plates.
55
www.americanradiohistory.com

Another type of winding which Is used In making coils tor the Roberts receiver
Notes

about the

Roberts

Receiver

Some interesting points concerning the efficiency of this set and
the methods by which it is obtained—B\ S. W. Nichols
in the interests of better reproduction, the
straight Roberts is one of the best of the
deservedly popular class of tuners having
a stage of really efficient R. F. plus a
regenerative detector. When the object
of an R. F. transformer is to couple the
primary and secondary inductively, any
accidental coupling by condenser effect
between the layers of wire, bucks against
it and partly cancels the step-up of the
amplifier.
As it is possible to separate primary
and secondary of the Roberts transformer. such capacity is minimized and
the loss prevented. It is further possible to use a large enough primary to do
good work way to the top of the broadcast scale. Capacity between the primary
and neutralizing coils is also bad because
at the lower waves, it tunes the plate circuit to resonance, or nearly so. killing all
amplification, and making more trouble
than an over-size tickler coil on low
waves. Therefore, instead of a double
coil in the plate circuit, a single continuous winding is used, and a double coil
effect obtained, for the purpose of neutralization. by tapping off the "B" battery connection halfway from the plate
end, and connecting the other end to the
balancing condenser.
The primary coil must be connected

THE original Roberts circuit had one
stage of neutralized R. F. amplification, regenerative detector, and one
stage of reflexed A. F. The unique feature is the R. F. transformer with its
neutralizing system, one that is used in
several commercial receivers, but best
known to set builders thru the Roberts
hookup.
To obtain efficient amplification without instability of the circuit in the way
of A. F. howling. Roberts employed a
method of balancng similar to that of the
usual neutrodyne, except that the counter-voltage for the neutralizing condenser
is not tapped off from the R. F. secondary, but from the end of an extra
coil wound closely coupled to the primary. The neutralizing winding needs to
be closely coupled to the primary or output coil of the R. F. tube, so in this case
it is unnecessary to couple the secondary
very closely to the primary. Separating
these coils slightly makes the receiver
tune more sharply, and what is most important. reduces the capacity between
them, a capacity which would feed back
enough A. F. energy to cause uncontrollable howling, or at least to spoil the
quality, which is bad enough anyway in a
reflexed receiver.
Now that reflcxing has been abandoned
56
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with opposite polarity to whatever coil
furnishes the neutralizing liack-vollage,
and since here the secondary is not called
on for this, the filament end of the secondary can lie placed adjacent to the low
end of the primary—the B battery end
with by-pass condenser to filament.
In other R. F. transformers, where
the plate must be connected to the end of
the primary which is directly under the
filament end of the secondary, there is a
leakage of valuable R. F. energy from
the first few plate turns to the filament
turns of the secondary, not because of
poor insulation but from capacity between
the wires. This capacity by-passes R. F.
current hack to the filament, which should
go thru the entire primary, and energize
the secondary by induction. Some loss
due to this effect also occurs from the
high end to the low end of the primary.
If a bunched primary is used, there is
practically no separation between the
ends. The capacity is reduced, of course,
by winding the coil with fine wire.
So efficient is the amplifier that it always has a surplus of power to feed back
and produce oscillation, even with wide
separation of the coils and with a low
capacity tube. It must, therefore, he
carefully laid out and neutralized. Neutralization of the tube capacity, moreover, increases the amplification very
greatly. The grid coil of the R. F. tube
and the R. F. transformer must be so
placed as to have no coupling between

them. Roberts coils are not usually
mounted on the backs of their tuning
condensers, so if the one with the tickler
is located directly on the front panel, the
other should also lie on the panel and at
the same height, in order to keep their
axes centered in the same line. They
must l)e set at least 7 inches apart from
nearest edges and turned at right angles
to each other.
For maximum amplification of all but
the weakest signals, a C battery should
be used, of the same voltage required for
an audio amplifier with like B voltage.
The process of neutralization is very
simple. When the R. F. tube is perfectly
neutralized, the tuning of its grid circuit
has no effect upon the tuning of the
detector.
To prove this condition, tune in some
carrier wave by making the detector oscillate. The stronger carrier waves will
come thru and lie audible on the detector
regardless of where the R. F. tuning condenser is set. Now turn the K. F. condenser and note what happens. If the
neutralization is very far off. when the
condenser passes thru resonance the carrier wave will lie lost and the detector
will probably stop oscillating. If the
neutralization is perfect, the pitch of the
carrier wave whistle will not vary; on
strong signals it may dip slightly at resonance, but the station can then be brought
in by merely turning the tickler back until
the detector stops oscillating.

Roof Mounting for Pipe Masts
Wherever a mast is to be mounted on
the roof, particularly if it is the sloping
part of the roof, the Kimes mast support
will l>e found particularly convenient. As
the illustration shows, there is a socket
to hold the bottom of the mast, made
with an adjustable point of the correct
size to fit inside a J^-in. pipe. The ring
at the right provides a means for fastening guy wires half way at the mast. The
ring is fitted with a set screw to keep it
firmly in place. At the left is shown the
fastening for guy wires at the top. This
part fits over the top of the pipe, serving
not only to hold the wires but to keep
water from rusting the inside of the mast.
A good iron pipe mast put up in this

fashion is not expensive. In fact, it is
a good investment for many of the flimsy
wooden sticks used to support antennas

are an absolute menace to public safety,
to say nothing of the very unattractive
appearance which they make. Probably
much of the objection raised by landlords is due to the unsightliness of so
many installations.

Flfl. I. The front panel, tho only lA-lns. long, carries the double-rotor coupler
and two S. L. F. condensers
Ideas from the Redesigned
New

Yorker

A splendid example of compact construction worked out around
the design of the New Yorker—By F. A. Ryder*
T HEN the description of the New
Yorker appeared in Radio Engineering for December 1925, I made up
my mind that this was exactly the sort of
an outfit needed to overcome conditions
of interference in Chicago.
Listening in at New York City the interference problem seems very simple
compared to what we are up against in
trying to get through Chicago stations to
any sort of distance. Accordingly, I put
in a little spare time making myself a
Chicago model of the New Yorker set.
Just for fun. however. I changed the
design, partly for no better reason than
to make it different and partly to demonstrate that an outfit of this sort, despite
the criticism that S. L. F. condensers take
up so much room, could be put on a 14in. panel and S. L. F. condensers used
without any unusual crowding of the
parts. The accompanying photographs
show how it was done. The design follows the general pattern of the New
Yorker. However. I did take the neutralizing condenser and rheostat off the front
panel, putting them on the tube panel

where they seemed to be a little more accessible. The location of the tubes has
been changed, and the transformers and
antenna coupling coil put under the tube
panel. It saved a little room to take the
neutralizing condenser and rheostat from
the front panel. At the same time, if the
panel had been kept to 18 ins. in length
there would have been plenty of room for
those parts and the S. L. F. condensers
as well.
By carefully locating the tube panel the
right distance up on the front panel, the
transformers are made to rest on the inside of the cabinet. Therefore, the tube
panel is not required to carry the strain
of their weight. This arrangement leftplenty of room for the antenna coupling
coil under the tube panel, and somewhat
simplifies the appearance of the set as it
is seen from the top.
Other than the changes in the transformers and condensers, the parts are the
same as in the original New Yorker.
You may wonder at the appearance of
the sockets, for. in the photographs, they
don't appear at all. What I did was this
—I bought four Pacent sockets, and then

• Sales Kngr. Karas Electric Co.
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Fig. 2. Bottom, rear, and top of the redesigned New Yorker. Note the
arrangement of the S. L. F. condensers, the nowel-construction used for the
U X sockets, and the convenient location of the neutralizing condenser.
■ All connections are made with lastltes
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Fig. 3. No change has been made in the original New Yorker circuit, and the operating
characteristics are the same. Running from dry cells, this makes a splendid portable set
broke them apart, simply taking out the set of dry cells has already lasted several
contact springs. On the original sockets, times as long as the storage battery did.
the springs are clamped between an Iso- between chargings, on 0.25 ampere tubes.
lantite disc and the base. These two
You may be interested to know someparts are replaced by the tube panel, thing about the way the set was installed,
which is above the contact springs, and a also. At first I set it up rather crudely,
rectangle of Bakelite which is mounted and I had the loud speaker just set on
beneath the lube panel. Each rectangle top of the cabinet. As a result, on very
serves for two sockets. These extra strong signals mechanical vibrations were
pieces are clamped beneath the tube panel carried from the loud speaker to the eleby the screws which also serve as con- ments of the tubes, setting up a very
tacts for the springs.
objectionable howl.
The result is quite satisfactory, both
As soon as I determined that this was
in operation and in appearance.
the only cause for that trouble, I took
As to the operation—on local stations out enough books from the bookcase
I was thoroughly satisfied with the which is near a particularly comfortable
volume and quality. In fact, the quality easy chair, and put the set into the bookwas everything that anyone could ask of case. On the shelf below, there was
a set using UX-199 tubes. Since it was plenty of room behind the books for the
not necessary to use regeneration to A and B batteries. Then 1 got an N & K
bring up the volume on the locals, there loudspeaker, the bell-shaped type, and
was no distortion whatever from that set that up on the opposite side of the
source.
room.
When it came to getting outside staIt is very seldom that anyone who has
tions, silencing the locals was just a not seen this loudspeaker before can find
matter of reducing the coupling of the out where the music is coming from.
R. F. transformer. Then a little regenA little later, as a matter of experieration. making up for the loss in signal ment. I connected a regular choke coil,
strength when the coupling was reduced, designed for an impedance coupled ammade it possible to tune in DX stuff with plifier. across the leads to the loudspeaker,
a facility that I have not experienced in and then connected the loudspeaker in
any other type of receiver.
series with a 1.0 mfd. fixed condenser
The feature that appealed to me par- around the choke. This gave quite an
ticularly was that these results were pos- improvement in the quality of strong local
sible with dry cell operation. I have signals, for it takes all the steady pull
never had any particular objection to the from the plate battery current from the
use of a storage battery, but I think it magnet and allows only the audio comwill now be very bard to win me away ponent to flow through the 1.0 mfd. confrom dry cell operation because my first denser and into the loudspeaker.

Radio requires of those in it only a reasonable amount of constructive thinking.
But you can't get ideas from concerns
operated by men who, in any other busiENGINEERING ness, could only hold down jobs as salesmen. clerks, or laboratory assistants.
M. B. SLEEPER. Editor
Dp you remember what kind of a car,
F. A. SKELTON, Managing Editor
ten years ago, sold at five thousand dolPublished Monthly by
M. B. SLEEPER. Inc.
lars? You wouldn't have it today.
Publication Office, Lyon Block, Albany, N. Y.
Standard cars now on the market are far
Editorial and General Offices
superior, tho they cost half as much.—
A-52 Vandebbilt Ave., New York, N. Y.
They have been engineered to lower
Chicago Advertising Office
prices. In fact, cheap-eneering is diffiE. H. Mohan, Bell BuildinR
307 North Michigan Ave., Chicago
cult in the automobile business.
Radio sets, on the other hand, have lent
Twenty cents per copy in the United Stales and
Canada; in foreign countries one shilling. Two themselves to cheap-eneering. We want
dollars per year; twelve numbers in the United sets to l>e low in price, but they must have
States and Canada: ten shillings in foreign countries.
Copyright 1925 by M. B. Sleeper, Inc.
a high rating in satisfaction. We shall
have quality, ease of operation, dependVol. VI
FEBRUARY, 1926
No. 2 ability. and all those things, but when we
get them they won't I)e designed by some
engineer who learned his profession by
EDITORIAL
measuring miles gain for the telephone
IT IS customary, in the first issues of company, nor will they l>e produced by
a new year, for radio magazines to a production manager who was previously
review the past and make predictions for a foreman in a tin can fact on-.
There isn't any way to beat the game.
the future. This year, however, Radio
Engineering, with a conservatism due, Problems of radio set design won't lie
perhaps, to the fact that the editorial con- licked this year or next year, but 1926
science was originally developed in New will demonstrate that the profitable manuEngland atmosphere, waited to see the facture and sale of radio equipment is
whites of the eyes in the situation which more than any other one thing dependent
upon engineering, in contrast to cheapis developing for 1126.
To say that the important factor in eneering.
It is unfortunate, in many ways, that
radio equipment will concern quality of
reproduction, ease of control, or such the courts have so definitely decided the
things is to start adding in the middle of status of kits in a way that is embarrassa column. That is only half the picture. ing to set builders, and the dealers and
Moreover, magazines can only criticise manufacturers who have supplied them.
and suggest—while the manufacturers go On the other hand, there may lie other
developments from individuals or comright ahead in their own way.
The real conclusion to he demonstrated mercial organizations for which they
this year is the success of engineering will require the same protection.
One of the great failings of the execuversus cheap-eneering.
Line up fifty radio sets, excluding a tives in radio concerns is the tendency to
few standard makes, and you will find blunder along, trying to get by in whatthat there is not a single indication of ever way seems easiest, rather than to
engineering thought or effort represented determine the limitations of a situation
by the lot. The only reason they are at and meet them accordingly.
The development of the radio busiall different is that the designers of some
were more optimistic about getting by ness is not a matter of doing many
things with the blind hope that some of
with a little more cheap-eneering.
Look at those sets, look at the kind of them will have to be the right ones. It
organizations which produced them, and is a matter of finding what things,
you will understand why the people who among those which should be done, are
complain that it requires more new ideas possible to do successfully.
M. B. SLEEPER.
to stay in radio than in any other business
Cdilor.
are all wrong.
RADIO

Sell

'Em

Headsets

Dealers who have put a little thought into the sale of telephone
receivers are moving them in quantities.— By J. B. Price*
DEMANDS for radio accessories go
thru the strangest cycles. As soon
as loudspeakers became the accepted
means of reproduction, telephone headsets went dead. Now, as suddenly, they
are coming back, not to replace the loud
speaker but as an auxilliary to it.
There are reasons, as always, for the
change, due partly to consumer demand
but more to dealer salesmanship.
One reason that phones are coming
back is a result of the constant development in the selectivity of receiving
sets. I have been told by dealers that
they had failed to appreciate the DX
ability of some makes of sets because
they tuned so sharply that they passed
stations without hearing them in the loudspeaker.
Substituting phones they
caught faint stations which could then
be tuned in at loudspeaker volume.
Service men have had some interesting comments to make, also. Perhaps
the hardest man to handle is the customer
who. thru lack of patience or understanding. wants to return a set which
is actually all right, because he can't get
but two or three stations. Almost
invariably a pair of phones gives
the answer. A novice can learn to tune
a set with phones, when he has given
up in disgust thru his inability to catch
the sound of stations as he tunes by
them.
It's a capable service man who can
turn a complaint into an extra sale.
Every dealer should push headsets in
preparation for the Trans-Atlantic Tests,
January 24 to January 30. for they are
absolutely essential to DX reception.
Even tho the European stations can be
brought up to loudspeaker strength, once
they are heard, the adustments are so
critical that, more than likely, they will
not be picked up by listening to the loudspeaker.
"Don't let the loudspeaker keep your
family awake!" is a slogan used by one
• Pres. T. H. Goldschmidt Corp.

dealer to move headsets. There is many
a wife or mother who would be glad
to buy the assurance of quiet after nine
o'clock at the price of a pair of telephones if only someone would suggest
it to her.
And the nice thing about selling
phones is that it doesn't cut into loudspeaker sales.
Another thing to consider is the
matter of quality. With all the varying opinions as to the virtues of the
different, loudspeakers, everyone agrees
that phones give the most perfect reproduction. The public generally realizes this point, but many people object
to the weight and the hair-pulling propensities of the headset. That is an
important consideration, and dealers
must select types which are exceedingly
light, and so made that they can be
worn with comfort. Belter take advantage of the new demand — sell 'em
headsets.

Transinitters Run From B Batteries
SINCE the introduction of heavy duty
B batteries, many experimenters
have built small telephone or telegraph
transmitters, operating from 5-watt
vacuum tubes. Three or four heavy
duty 45-volt B batteries provide ample
power for transmitting over a considerable range. In fact, at very short waves,
communication has been maintained over
several hundred miles.
It is a very easy matter to build a telephone transmitter capable of talking 5
to 25 miles. Some B. C. L.'s who have
built telephone transmitters use them to
talk to people who have oscillating receivers. This is done simply by adjusting
the transmitter to the wavelength of the
oscillating receiver.
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rig. 1. This front view shows also the dummy antenna, mounted at the
rear which allows the Penetrola to be connected right to the antenna
and ground posts of the set

.4 Real Idea for the Man Who Wants More
Distance

and

Selectivity

The Penetrola. now put up inexpensively in kit form, is the very
thing for those whose sets are not quite sharp or sensitive
enough-—By Byron Minium*
There have been many units on the mounted in the center of a copper can.
market for sharpening the tuning and about the si/.e of a two-quart vegetable
preventing radiation when connected can. with the terminals brought out
before a receiving set. Some of them, thru heavy insulation at the bottom.
mostly in the R. F. amplifier class rather The shield to l>e effective must be
than in wave-traps, have been very good. grounded. At first thought, this sheet
Others, while accomplishing their pur- of metal surrounding the coil would
pose. radiate worse than the set alone seem to be at variance with all the prinand make the tuning so complicated that ciples of "low-loss" but. on the contrary,
the operator gets lost and runs across the shield, in addition to preventing undesirable feedback, actually adds to the
distant stations only by chance.
efficiency of the coil. The size of the can
The Walbert Penetrola is a highly prac- allows a liberal spacing from the windtical and desirable supplementary R. F. ings. and such of the magnetic field as
unit. It is a useful addition to any type strikes the copper, causes less loss than
of set as demonstrated by tests made hi if it went free, probably to intersect some
the laboratory and on receivers in con- other part of the circuit or the framegested localities.
work of the set. It is important to use
One of the best features is that the material of low resistance for the shield,
unit absolutely prevents radiation from as its resistance is reflected in the H. F.
the aerial because it employs the Isofarad resistance of the coil. A negative bias is
balanced circuit together with the shielded necessary on the grid of a good R. F.
coil. Should the receiving set proper os- amplifier. In this circuit the grid is
cillate. no energy can reach the antenna automatically kept negative with relaand input inductances by capacity coupl- tion to the filament for there is no D. C.
ing. for in the balanced circuit there is return to either A -+- or A —. When
none, and no lines of force, magnetic or the circuit is balanced, the grid accumustatic, will penetrate the shield. Of lates just enough negative charge for
course, the balanced circuit itself does not efficient operation, but never so much as
oscillate. The tuning inductances are to block the tube.
• Chid Engineer, Walbert Mfg. Co.
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To make the amplifier adaptable to
any type of receiver, the output post is
connected thru a large fixed condenser
directly to the plate of the tube. This
post is wired to the antenna binding post
of the receiver with which it is used.
Thus there is no direct current circuit
and no chance of short circuiting the B
battery. The plate voltage is supplied
in parallel to this output circuit thru an
R. F. choke shunted by a fixed con-

Number 2

as when the set is connected directly to
the aerial.
Nor is tuning at all difficult with the
two-dial sets, such as the New Yorker
and RX-I. The R. F. unit gives such
good amplification that the background
noise is sufficient guidance to keep it in
resonance with the two controls of the
RX-1 very easily. The RX-1. of course,
retains its perfect quality and the combination was found capable of cutting

^

<3>::

Lafe:

Fig. 2. Looking at the assembled Penetrola Kit from the bottom and
top. All the parts shown, except the tube, are furnished In the kit
denser which also completes the antenna
circuit of the original set.
The Penetrola was used with the RX1. the New Yorker, and the 1926 model
Three-Circuit set. Naturally, the added
selectivity showed up most on the threecircuit set, hut in all cases an immense increase in volume and distance-sensitivity was obtained. It makes practically
a Browning-Drake set in combination
with the three-circuit, plus the advantage
of variable coupling in the double rotor
coupler, and freedom from local pickup
by the R. F. coil. It was found better
to turn the upper rotor over so that the
antenna coil was at the top. As the
three-circuit is practically a one-control
set. with the Penetrola there is a dial for
each hand and none left over. The tickler
does not need adjusting even as much

thru local interference to such an extent
that practically any station in range could
he selected easily.
Ahead of the New Yorker, operation
is easier still by reason of the oscillation
control for the detector. It is a very
short process to pick up a carrier wave on
the inside or detector tuning condenser and then swing the two R. F.
flials into tune. You can tell by the intensity of the whistle whether the station is loud enough to he worth listening to. If it is. turning hack the tickler brings it in. and with perhaps a slight
advance of one dial, the adjustment is
perfect. Oftentimes the whistle becomes unbearably loud and the detector
must he retarded before lining up both
the R. F. tuners. In this case, it is not
really necessary to use the detector in an
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oscillating condition, but each R. F.
stage has such a large gain that if they
happened to be tuned to a nearby station,
it comes in together with the one to
which the detector may be tuned. The
carrier wave is an immovable guide post
to the station.
A list of stations logged is tedious
and sometimes slightly incredible. Many
will appreciate the results obtained when
it is stated that in mid-town New York
or Chicago, stations are brought in from
500 to 1.000 miles distant immediately
after dark, not merely logged, but with
Sh.lN ■
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Building the Penetrola

no background of local stations, and
many of them well worth listening to for
entertainment.
For those not familiar with receiving
conditions in Chicago, it might help to
explain that the New Yorker was used in
a location within half a mile of five big
stations. One of these is within a
quarter-mile, and has a notoriously
broad wave. With the aerial disconnected, the exposed coil of an ordinary
set picks up enough energy to operate a
loud speaker from the detector output.
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Fig. 3. Unlike other circuits, there is no D, C. return from the arid to the
filament. That Is not essential, however, because there Is an R. F. path
thru the lead taken from the center, a common point of the double condenser
A Suggestion About Demonstrating Receiving Sets
THE most important thing to sell a he may become a DX hound later, most
prospective customer for a radio set beginners think they want only local reis confidence in the ability of the set to ception which can be brought in without
perform. Bearing in mind that so many any trouble.
people who have not bought sets already
Remembering this, the next time you
have hesitated about it because of un- are going to demonstrate a set, find out
fortunate experience of their friends, it the dial settings for the local stations.
is easy to understand the necessity for When the customer comes in, have the
clean-cut performance if the customer is tubes turned off. After your preliminary
to lie sold by demonstration, which is talk say to him, "WJZ comes in at this
convincing, instead of by explanation, adjustment." Set the dials and turn on
which carries no more weight than most
the filaments. Turn the tubes out again,
kinds of excuses.
Even the best sets have their little reset the dials for another station. Retricks which mean nothing to the cus- peat this process, turning the tubes out
tomer after he has learned the knack of between each station, until you have gone
handling his set, but if. in the first over the various locals.
If you doubt that this kind of a demondemonstration, he is allowed to see that
there are any tricks at all. he will lose stration is more convincing than fishing
around for one transmitter after another,
interest.
In other words, he wants quality, recep- try it out on yourself and you will be
tion. and the ability to pick out a reason- surprised to see how much more you
able number of local programs. While think of the set.

Radio Frequency
Metal

Resistance and

Instrument

Panels

A report of tests made at Washington University on the use of
metal panels—By R. S. Glasgow*
AN ordinary cylindrical type of radiofrequency transfonner as is commonly used in tuned R. F. sets was used
for the tests to be described, carried out
in order to determine the effect of metal
panels upon the R. F. resistance of coils.
The resistance of this coil was accurately measured at various wavelengths from 300 to 700 meters. The
coil was then set on one of the bronze
panels, the axis of the coil being perpendicular to the plane of the panel as
shown on the accompanying curve sheet.
Under this condition the metal panel will
act as a short-circuited secondary and
will produce the greatest possible increase in the resistance of the coil. The
distance between the end of the winding
and the panel was j4-in.
At 550 meters—the upper limit of the
broadcasting wavelengths—the increase
in resistance was found to be only 2.22%,
while at 300 meters the resistance of the
coil when resting on the panel was actually lower than when the panel was
absent. This is due to the reduction of
the natural period of the coil, as its indflctance is decreased owing to the presence of the panel.
The substitution of a brass panel
caused a larger percentage increase in the
coil resistance, it being 5.95% at 550
meters.
Curves showing the variation of resistance with wavelengths are shown for
both types of panels, together with the
resistance of the coil by itself. It will be
noted from the accompanying data that
the effect of the panel is to also reduce
the inductance of the coil-t This is
shown by the increased values of condenser capacity required to produce
resonance when the coil is placed next to
the panel.
The various panels were then located
3 ins. away from the nearest portion of
• Dept. of Electrical Engineering, Washington
University.
.
t This has been noted also by Byron Minium in the
development of the shielded coil for the Penctrola.

the coil and were inclined so as to make
an angle of approximately 56° with the
axis of the coil, this position being about
the usual location of the coils with reference to the panel in the average present
day receiving set. With the panel at this
distance away no increase in coil resistance could be determined for the various
types of panels, within the limits of experimental error, nor could any appreciable reduction in the inductance be
noted.
The resistance of a variable condenser
was also measured when mounted on the
panel and with the panel removed. No
detectable change in the condenser resistance could be noted. The minimum
capacity of the condenser was slightly increased when mounted on the panel.
The conclusions to be reached from
these tests are that the use of a metal
panel in a receiving set produces no
measurable increase in the resistance,
and hence in the losses, of the coils and
condensers used when they are mounted
in the usual manner. In fact the coils
can be mounted directly behind the
panel with only a slight increase in resistance, provided the panel material is of
high conductivity. The reason for this is
readily seen, since the eday current
losses in the panel material are proportional to PR, where I is the current and
R is the resistance. As R approaches
zero, the losses likewise approach zero,
so that if the panel were a perfect conductor it could produce no losses whatever in the apparatus mounted in its
vicinity. The use of an alloy of very
high conductivity is of secondary importance if the coils are located several
inches away from the panel.
There has been considerable discussion
concerning losses from metal panels,
tho a number of receiving sets on the
market to-day have had losses deliberately
introduced into their circuits to render
them stable and easy to adjust, while in
66
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other portions of these same circuits considerable pains have been taken to eliminate losses so far as possible.
The use of metal shielding has been
thought to introduce considerable loss in
receiving sets by virtue of the eddy currents set up. The above tests, however,
show that the losses due to its use are
Refinance of Coil Retting on Panel
Resistance Resistance
of coil with
Pa cent
of coil
Wave length
increase
alone
brass panel
300
23.6 ohms 24.1 ohms 2.12
20.7
5.08
350
19.7
5.20
400
17.4
18.3
4.45
450
15.7
16.4
15.1
5.SO
500
14.5
14.1
5.95
550
13.5
6.40
600
13.3
12.5
9.90
700
11.1
12.2
Retitlance of Coil 3" Aicay From Panel and
Inclined at 56° Angle
Wave length
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
700

Resistance of coil Resistance of coil
with bronie panel with brass panel
23.5 ohms
23.5 ohms
19.7
19.7
17.4
17.4
15.7
15.7
14.5
14.5
13.5
13.5
12.5
12.5
11.2
11.25

Tuning Capacity Required for Coil
(Same for Fariout Panelt)
Coil j inches
away from
Wore'length Coil alone
panel at 56*
angle
300
. 000064 rafd. .000073 mfd. .000065 mfd.
350
.000092
. 000105
.000093
400
.000123
.000139
.000125
450
.000155
.000193
.000156
500
.000192
.000218
.000194
550
.000231
.000265
.000233
600
.000278
.000321
.000279
700
.000386
.000445
.000388
Coil reslini
on panel

quite negligible. Most of the tuned radio
frequency sets on the market at the
present time have the coils mounted on
the variable condensers, so that the condenser plates are much closer to the coil
than a metal panel would be. Since the
nearer solid metal objects are to the coils,
the larger the losses become, it seems
obvious that the loss due to the proximity
of the condenser will be much greater
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than any effect a metal panel might have.
As a matter of fact, the condenser plates
will shield the coil from the effect of the
panel.
It is significant that almost all of the
receiving sets furnished for the government are entirely shielded, indicating that
the advantages of this practice must
more than offset any losses that are produced.
The chief electrical advantages of
metal panels over the forms ordinarily
used are that:
They prevent any variations in tuning
due to the movements of the hands of
the operator on the tuning dials. The
elimination of the effect of body capacity
is an exceedingly important feature.
They afford some simplification in the
circuit wiring as the panel can be used
as a common conductor. A convenient
use of this is in connection with sets employing several stages of tuned radio frequency which have one side of the variable condensers connected to a common
lead. By using condensers which have
their movable plates grounded to the
frame, the mounting of these condensers
on a metal panel automatically ties all
of the movable plates together and does
away with the need of a connecting wire
for this purpose. This is likewise a common filament lead, so that one side of
the filament rheostats may also employ
the panel as a portion of the filament
circuit.
Metal panels are quite free from
warping, with the resulting absence of
the likelihood of stresses being set up in
the variable condensers mounted on
them, which might cause the plates to
become short-circuited, or the dials to rub
on the panel.
Of course, metal panels are inconvenient to use where switch points are
required, but the vast majority of present day sets no longer use them, but perform all tuning operations with variable condensers.
Binding posts are
also no longer located on the front of
the panel, but are being mounted on a
strip of insulating material in the rear of
the cabinet, so that the objection to a
conducting panel owing to the necessity
of insulating all binding posts is no
longer serious.
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Effect

of Distributed

Capacity

Showing by theory and practice that distrihuted capacity does
not cause appreciable losses in the form of R. F. resistance
—By Glenn Browning*
THERE has been a great deal written was perfect. This is not a radical asabout the resistance of coils and cir- sumption as the resistance of a good concuits at the wave lengths used in broad- denser may be .5 to 1. ohm while the
casting. There has also been some dis- coil has a resistance of from 10 to 15
cussion on the effect of distributed ohms. Having taken the data suggested
capacity in increasing the high frequency above in the laboratory, we are ready to
resistance. However, the idea seems to measure the distributed capacity inherent
be prevalent that R. F. losses are intro- in the coil. This can be done most easily
duced by distributed capacity, and a coil by means of the reaction on short wave
wound in such a fashion as to have the oscillator. The coil is disconnected from
least amount of distributed capacity, op- all circuits and simply placed close to the
erates- the most efficiently in a radio set. oscillator whose setting is then varied
The writer has seen very little data until resonant reaction is obtained, and
published on the actual effect of distributing capacity, and consequently made some
study of its effect on high frequency
resistance.
-.c.
In measuring high frequency resistl-2t
!
ance, a coil must be used in conjunction T, MC'kltM
with a condenser as shown in Fig. 1.
Fig, 1. Tuned circuit coupled to an R. F.
Consequently the measured resistance is
oscillation. Fig. 2. A typlclal R. F. tuning
circuit
the total circuit resistance, rather than the
resistance of the coil itself. However,
variable condensers as constructed to-day the natural period of the coil is then
have very little loss at radio frequencies, known. Simple calculations then give the
and consequently most of the loss in the distributed capacity C0 shown in Fig. 2.
-ircuit may be laid to the coil. The causes
Having determined the distributed cafor this loss are—the inherent resistance
pacity C„, and assuming that the measured
of the wire itself which makes up the
in the circuit Fig. 1 was due
winding, the skin effect, due to the high resistance
to the coil, we can calculate what the
frequency current crowding toward the
outside of the wire, and the unequal dis- resistance of the circuit would have been
tribution of the current in the wire due had there been no distributed capacity.
Looking at Fig. 2 as a parallel circuit
to the effect of the other turns being
with
an e. m. f. or voltage impressed
present, the distributed capacity also has
some effect upon high frequency resist- across the coil, the impedance of the
ance. It is extremely hard to separate system Z may be seen to be
the component parts, but by making some
assumptions the approximate magnitude
-j
of the loss due to distributed capacity can
-9a_w (r + j L
R+j X
be calculated.
Let us assume that we have measured,
at various wavelengths, the loss or resistWhere R is the resistance of the coil
ance in the circuit shown in Fig. 1. We due to all other effects except the disshall assume this loss has occurred in the tributed capacity, Cft is the distributed
coil alone and that the condenser used capacitv in farads, L is the inductance ot
the coil in henrys. m=2 z f where f is
•Chief Engineer, National Company, Inc.
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the frequency of the impressed e. m. f.,
X

"lLoj"c^)

The impedance given by equation 1
may be broken up into two parts, a reactance, and a resistance term. Separating these two components and simplifying
the equation we obtain
,
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To summarize the whole situation, the
distributed capacity of a good single-layer
solenoid is a relatively unimportant factor
in increasing the high frequency resistance. Its effects are greater on the short
wavelength than on the longer waves.

«
• L( 1 - L CH
C.R*
R' C,* u>4 +(I - L C, iu*)4 C.« «(«»♦**)

We are interested in only the first term
as this gives the resistance which we have
already obtained by experiment. This
resistance we shall call R,.
As RJC2(os is extremely small compared to (1—LC.o>2)s it may be neglected in making subsequent calculations
so that
( 1- L C, U)')*
The coil taken for experimental work
was a single-layer selenoid consisting of
75 turns of No. 20 D. S. C. wire on a
3-in. bakelite form. Its inductance was
.315 mh. and the distributed capacity was
found to be 3.4 mmf. The total resistance was measured at various wavelengths from 300 to 600 meters. This
was called R„ the apparent resistance of
the coil. From equation 2, R, or the
resistance due to other factors than distributed capacity, was then calculated.
The results of this work are shown in
Fig. 3, where curve A gives the total
measured resistance and curve B shows
what the resistance would have been had
there been no distributed capacity.
The reader can now see for himself
that the effect of this distributed capacity
in increasing the losses of a coil are comparatively small if the inductance is correctly designed for the wavelength spectrum. However, it is only fair to state
that had we used the above coil for a
band from 75-150 meters, the resistance
due to distributed capacity would have
been appreciable. However, in practice
this coil would never lie used for such a
range.

Fla- 3. The absurdity of claiming high
etnclency for a coll merely because of
low-capacity winding method Is Illustrated by this curve, showing that any
ordinary amount of capacity has a
negligible effect on R. F. resistance
New Use for the RX-1
THERE is one chauffeur in New
York City who finds it easy to pass
away the time when he is not occupied.
Mounted beneath the dash of the Lincoln which he drives is an RX-1 receiver.
The tubes are operated from the storage
battery of the car and a B battery tucked
away out of sight.
While he is waiting, the chauffeur gets
out the headphones, plugs them in, and
tunes to any of the local stations, picking
them up with only the body of the car
as a ground connection. No antenna is
required.
Owners of RX-1 receivers will be particularly pleased to see the publication of
some entirely new data on an A and B
battery eliminator design for this set. It
is an extremely simple affair, using a
tube which has shown, in tests made
during the last three or four years, an
almost unlimited life. The current drain
from the A. C. mains is less than that
from a small electric light.
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A-B-Common

Lead

There are important reasons for connecting the A- and B- leads
together—By J. H. Miller*
In the course of designing various
rs of meters for radio manufacturers,
Jewell Electrical Instrument Company has been confronted repeatedly by
the precedent until now so widely followed of connecting the B— terminal to
the A-}- terminal of vacuum tube circuits.
The easiest and least expensive circuit
arrangement where a double-reading voltmeter is specified to show the A and B
battery voltage is to use A— and B—
as the common terminal. Engineers
have, in some cases, objected to this but.
to our surprise and theirs, we have found
while discussing the matter a number
of objections to the old method which
are eliminated when A— and B— are
connected together.
The first vacuum tube circuits employed soft tubes, and were so critical
that it was necessary to provide a variable
Elate potential in order to obtain the
sst B battery voltage. An easy way to
obtain this control was to connect the
B— terminal to the arm of a potentiometer which was, in turn, put across the
A battery terminals. By swinging the
arm from one side to the other a variation in plate potential of several volts
could be obtained. Now. however, that
is no longer necessary. Accordingly, we
might as well connect B— to A— or
A-(-, whichever is more convenient. If
we connect to plus, a few volts are added
to the B battery voltage. However, that
is of no consequence since the tubes do
not need it.
If we connect B— to A—, the full
potential of the B battery is applied to
the tubes. At the same time, it provides
a common lead of zero potential which
is of great value in wiring up the circuits
and for meter connections. The former
is particularly important in shielded sets
or those using metal panels, since the
number of wires can be reduced greatly
by having the shield or panel as a common lead for the circuits. Measuring
instruments can be switched from the A
• Chief Engineer, Sewell Electrical Init. Co.

to the B circuit very simply, and tests for
faulty wiring can be made quickly because the panel is a common negative for
all circuits. When this is done, the
rheostats should be put in the positive
filament leads, in order to measure the
voltage actually applied to the tubes.
In the majority of tuned R. F. sets,
the grids of the radio frequency tubes
are returned to the negative filament.
When B— is connected to A-f-, an accidental short between the grid and plate
circuits will bum out the filaments of
the tubes. With B— and A— common,
such an accident will short circuit the
B battery, but will not affect the filaments.
The use of shields around individual
oscillating circuits or R. F. inductances is
rapidly gaining in favor. Correct practice requires that the shields be connected to the negative filament. When
B—is connected to A-f-, if a B-f lead
should happen to touch the shield, the
tubes will be burned out. Such damage
cannot be done when B— and A— are
common.
The only useful purpose served by the
old method is to provide biasing for the
grids. It is not good practice to depend
upon the drop in the rheostats for biasing,
however, because a given bias is obtained only when a given amount of
resistance is used in the rheostats. Any
change in rheostat settings alters the grid
bias.
Now that power tubes are being used
in practically all receiving sets, a C
battery is required for the last tube. At
the same time, the C battery can be employed as well for producing any other
bias values required in the R. F. or
A. F. circuits.
Thus it has come about that, while
arguing for the common B— A— method
in order to simplify the wiring for filament and plate battery meters, we have
unearthed arguments in favor of the new
method which are also of great importance in sets where no meters are employed.
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Uses

for

R.F.

Chokes

Engineers are now discovering the importance of keeping
R. F. currents from A. F. circuits—By R. IF. Cotton*
A FEW of the manufacturers have
been experimenting with neutralized A. F. amplifiers, designed in such a
way as to balance out R. F. currents.
This work has been undertaken as another step in improving audio quality, for
• Radio Sales Engr., Samson Electric Co.

#

the presence of radio frequency oscillations in the A. F. amplifying circuits are
responsible for a considerable amount of
distortion.
While the neutralizing methods have
been fairly satisfactory, they are some-
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what difficult to handle. Accordingly,
several engineers have turned to R. F.
choke coils instead. Such coils have been
used for a long time in Reinartz sets.
The conventional type of single layer
choke has been fairly satisfactory, but it
has been found of vital importance to
design the choke in such a way as to give
the very lowest distributed capacity, as
well as to keep it small in size in order
to limit the magnetic field.
If there is any appreciable distributed
capacity in the winding the R. F. currents are not choked out but are bypassed by the capacity of the winding.
Moreover, if the field of the choke is
large, it may cause interaction with other
parts of the circuit.
The accompanying diagrams show
some of the uses for R. F. chokes.
In Fig. 1 the choke keeps the R. F.
current from getting into the primary of
the first A. F. amplifier. This is to reduce instability and howling.
In regenerative receivers it is usually
necessary to by-pass the primary of the
first A. F. transformer in order to obtain feedback action. Here the by-pass
condenser is employed, but in such a
way, in combination with the choke, as
to keep the R. F. current out of the
transformer.
The internal resistance of the B battery or even the resistance and reactance
of common portions of the B battery

leads are often the cause of objectionable
feedback of radio frequency energy. In
Fig. 3 the R. F. chokes furnish a D. C.
path to the B battery but keep back
R. F. currents.
Fig. 4 illustrates a 2-tube regenerative
reflex receiver. Circuits of this type
have not been satisfactory because of
the instability from R. F. currents in the
A. F. circuits. This resulted in howling and squealing. That feature is overcome in Fig. 4. through the use of two
chokes which permit only A. F. oscillations to be returned to the first amplifying tube. Choke coil coupled R. F. amplification can be accomplished by the use
of chokes having extremely low distributed capacity. A circuit of this sort
is shown in Fig. 5. The coupling condenser C, is of 0.005 mfd., R, about
0.3 megohm, C2 approximately 0.0005
and R, 1 megohm. The biasing battery,
Ec should be of the correct value for the
particular tube used, and suitable for the
B battery potential employed. It is very
likely that choke coil R. F. amplification
may come into much popularity later on
when more development work has been
done on this subject.
The use of chokes in all B battery
leads is an advantage that prevents the
R. F. currents from going where they
are not wanted. The general arrangement in Fig. 6 is applicable to any set and
its use invariably improves the operating
characteristics and the quality.

Important Articles in
SEVERAL special features are being
planned for the coming issues of
Radio Engineering. Everyone will be
interested in the special features of the
KR-8 set to be described in the March
issue. This is a non-regenerative Browning-Drake receiver, employing the new
Browning-Drake coils, without the
tickler, and fitted with S. L. F. condensers. A special type of impedance coupling is employed in a circuit which has
never lieen shown before. In appearance
this is by far the handsomest set which
has ever been shown in Radio Engi-

Number 2

Coming Issues

neering and its operating characteristics
do justice to the mechanical design.
With the April issue, Radio Engineering will be of the large size, 9 by 12
ins., with the standard type page 7 by 10
ins. This will enable us to make the
magazine more attractive in appearance
and to give larger illustrations. In April
the special feature will concern B battery
eliminators.
June will contain a special section on
complete receiving sets, showing the new
fall models which set manufacturers will
be ready to announce at that time.
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The
Rosin

Technique of
Core

Solder

Information on rosin core solder which is not generally known
even to those who use it most—By P. C. Ripley*
SOLDER is an alloy, composed usually
Under the heading of fluxes comes one
of the two metals, tin and lead. These of the most important factors of success
two metals are combined in variable or failure in soldering. Flux is the subproportions, which reflect certain well stance whose duty it is to dissolve the
defined characteristics in the alloy, and
are a controlling factor in the selection oxides which occur on the surface of the
parts to be joined with solder. When
of the solder for specific purposes.
One of the vagaries of nature is mani- these oxides are dissolved, it enables the
fested in solder, for it possesses a lower solder to enter the minute pores of the
melting point than either of its com- metal surface, effectually sealing it
ponent metals. Other metals may be against the penetration of oxygen.
added which will bring about a further
Fluxes range in character from very
lowering of the melting point: but, in strong acids to very mild acid bearing
doing this, we effectually destroy some substances. For radio use. we must have
of the desirable attributes of ordinary tin a flux which is noncorrosive, and which
and lead mixtures, so we may at once dis- in its use will leave a residual matter
miss from our consideration solders of a that will have no tendency to collect
lower melting point than are obtainable
moisture, dust, or other foreign material.
with tin and lead combinations.
In your purchase of solder, it will be There have been some ineffectual efforts
wise to select a product that the manufac- to neutralize the stronger acids and use
turer endorses for radio use, developed them, but to do this is to court disaster.
by exhaustive experiments to determine Simply because you incorporate alcohol
the correct proportions of tin and lead. or ammonia, in these stronger acids to
Beware of cheap solders for, often times, the point where they appear neutral, does
they are made from reclaimed metals, not assure that the residual matter will
and may contain metals other than tin be neutral after the heat of the soldering
and lead. These may raise the melting operation has driven off the alcohol or
point, render the alloy brittle, or detract ammonia. So. let us at once forget the
from its flowing quality.
stronger acids as being entirely unsuited
The more common forms in which to radio use. Next, we come to the
this commodity is offered for sale are iwstes or semi-viscous fluxes, which are
bars, wire, and ribbon. The bars usually another form of compromise in an effort
weigh from a pound to a pound and a to use the sharp acids. These contain a
half, and present a form that is not more or less limited amount of the strong
readily apaptable to the uses of the radio fluxing material, suspended in some orset builder. We would not recommend ganic grease or wax. The popular idea
the purchase of solder in this form for is that the presence of these greases will
the average radio construction. Next, prevent corrosion on the work. Unwe have solder in the form of a wire fortunately. this is not true, as the acid
which will be found much more con- content of these compounds will corrode
venient to handle. The ribbon type will even if enveloped in grease, as the heat
probably meet with the approval of of the soldering operation does not
every enthusiast, and is a most adaptable change their chemical structure. Some
form of solder for radio construction. manufacturers of these acids bearing
One advantage in the purchase of the pastes liave advertised their wares as
wire or ribbon type is that it may be being absolutely noncorrosive and adaptsecured in smaller amounts when pur- able to radio use. This is misleading,
chasing solder. Both wire and ribbon and the radio enthusiast should view all
solder may he purchased which contain l»astes with suspicion when purchasing
their own flux, rosin.
a flux for radio work. To test the manufacturer's claims regarding the corrosive
• Rcwarch Engineer—Chicago Solder Co.
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action, simply heat a small amount of the radio enthusiast purchase bulk rosin, he
paste and some solder on a piece of Ger- must remember that age is detrimental
man silver and set aside for thirty days. and should demand fresh rosin. Also,
The result will be startling.
that the darker grades are the least active
Still another bad feature in the use of as fluxes.
paste is the fact that the organic greases
Next, let us consider the proper
or wax, universally employed in its manu- handling of our iron. We must bring it
facture, eat the insulating material. in contact with the work in such a manThis breaks down or rots the insulation, ner that a maximum of surface is preand manifests itself in no uncertain sented for heat transmission. Fig. 1
manner at a later time. The active acids illustrates a correct contact, while Fig. 2
in these pastes usually have an affinity shows a poor one.
for moisture and, as they are deposited
When applying solder and flux to the
in a thin film over the parts during the article to be soldered, the flux must come
soldering operation, induce dielectric in actual contact with the joint or object
losses. To attempt to remove them with to be soldered. The sole reason for the
alcohol simply tends to spread them over flux is to dissolve the oxide film that is
a greater area, often into the parts them- on the surface of the work, and if we
selves. Grease forms a very efficient col- destroy our flux before we have accomlecting agency for dust and foreign mat- plished the soldering operation, we are
ter, which may bring about still further certain to fail in securing a well soldered
losses through leakage of the radio cur- joint. Now. rosin is disintegrated with
rents.
heat, so you see there is a time limit
Leading manufacturers and radio en- which must not be overlooked in applygineers have spent large sums in experi- ing our flux and solder. Do not apply
mental work, and have conducted ex- solder and flux to the iron; apply it
haustive tests to determine the best flux directly to the work after it has attained
for radio use; and, they are almost unani- a temperature where it will melt the
mous in acclaiming rosin the safe and solder. We are not interested in melting
sure radio flux. Contrary to popular solder and flux on the iron;' what we
belief, rosin is acid—or rather contains want is a securely soldered piece of
acid in its natural structure; yet. its phys- work, and the easiest way to secure this
ical characteristics are such that it is is to apply the solder and flux directly to
non-corrosive in action. Rosin is a rather the heated joint.
complex mixture of a number of differParts presenting nickel-plated or brass
ent substances, and these undergo cer- soldering contacts should be avoided as
tain changes when subjected to heat, much as possible, as the oxides of these
light, age. and atmospheric contact. The metals do not respond to rosin flux
action of these forces will materially readily. In the case of nickel-plating,
alter or destroy entirely, the good flux- this can he removed with a file, and then
ing qualities of a rosin. The United you will find that the base metal will
States Department of Agriculture recog- solder much easier. Should it be necesnize some twelve standard grades of sary to solder on these metals, remember
rosin. Of these, there are only a few that it will require a great deal of
which have the necessary qualities to patience to make a good joint.
make them efficient fluxes. This, of
Often, you will be presented with the
course, presents a problem to the novice problem of soldering enameled, lacquered
in the selection of a rosin which will or rubber insulated wires. Before makserve as a flux.
ing any attempt at soldering these, we
Here is where a rosin-cored solder must first clean them thoroughly. In the
will lead the way out of the difficulty. case of the enameled or lacquered wires,
The manufacturer of this solder, in all that is necessary is to scrape or sandeither the ribbon or wire type, carefully paper until all the covering material is
tests all rosins which enter into his removed, and the surface is bright and
solder, and uses every precaution to clean. For rubber insulation, simply cut
maintain and insure the retention of its this way and treat as you did the
highest fluxing qualities. Should the enameled wires.
www.americanradiohistory.com

Antenna

Constants

Data obtained on 4-wire antennas from tests made at
U. S. Signal Radio School, College Park, Md.
IT will be observed that the capacity of one might expect that the wave length of
the antenna does not decrease neces- a T-antenna would be one fourth that an
sarily with increased height. Due to the equivalent length L-antenna. However,
fact of increased thickness of dielectric, the effect of the lead-in does not make
the capacity of the flat part of the an- this possible.
Rough therefore, the wave length of a
tenna alone does decrease with increased
height. However, the data will show flat top L-antenna is not changed by addthat for short antenna the capacity of the ing another section to that already existlead-in, which increases almost directly ing and extending in opposite direction.
proportional to length, more than makes This would result in halving the inductance and doubling the capacity. This
40 feet long
Height
60 feet long
Height
from ground
in meters
L
C
in feet
in meters
80
L
22430
C
.000186
in feet
30
76
15050
28900
93
.000252
.000190
30
40
96
119
21000
42180
.000258
.000213
40
60
120
145
33790
.000241
55410
.000276
60
80
46530
149
171
.000268
69000
.000300
80
100
178
59870
.000325
100
60 feet long
108
28230
.000252
30
100 feet long
35000
121
.000258
40
106
18000
.000395
30
147
48800
.000276
60
121
24150
.000392
40
173
62400
.000300
80
151
37150
.000400
60
198
76260
.000325
100
188
49850
.000418
80
80 feet long
212
63430
.000439
100
34010
132
.000334
30
140 feet long
41100
145
.000324
40
55460
171
133
.000337
20900
60
.000555
30
69300
197
.000360
148
27300
80
.000528
40
224
83500
179
.000382
40500
100
.000522
60
53600 . 210
.000538
80
up for the decrease of capacity of the
242
67180
.000553
100
flat part. Hence the capacity of the
whole system, flat and lead-in does not
180 feet long
decrease with increase height.
23900
165
.000702
30
It will be also observed that the T30500
181
.000664
40
shaped antenna has a shorter wave length
212
43860
.000645
60
for the same heigth and length antenna.
57190
243
This can be seen for the following rea.000654
80
sons :
275
70840
.000667
100
When the lead-in is connected to the
would, of course, keep the product of
center of a flat top antenna, the inducthese two factors the same. For short
tance and capacity of each part are connected in parallel. The total inductance antenna, however, where lead-in contribthen is one half that of each part or one utes considerable to the natural wave
fourth of entire inductance of flat top. length, this is not true.
C and L of the L type antenna includThe capacity of the two in parallel is the
same as for the entire top. Therefore ing lead-ins four wires two feet apart, L
75
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New Pacent products—A. F. transformers. Bakellte rheostat, dial, porcelain rheostat, and
S. L. F. condenser.
clear that the manufacturers there considerably
over-produced during 1924. so that, at the end
of the season, they were left with very heavy
stocks of receiving sets and boxes of parts,
particularly those of the Ncutrodync pattern.
"I am also informed that receiving sets and
boxes of parts of the Neutrodyne pattern are
rapidly losing favour in America, and, in fact,
will not sell there during the coming season
in any quantity, so that the dumping of sets
of this pattern is particularly active.
"As far as this country is concerned. I can
assure our dealers that if the Neutrodyne type
of receiving set were a suitable proposition for
sale in the British market, there is no doubt
that British manufacturers would have made
arrangements to produce it. Manufacturers,
however, arc of the opinion that the set is entirely unsuitable for this market owing to its
limitations on wavelength range and also the
difficulties which arise when valves have to be
replaced.
"Finally. I would urge your readers to keep
the British wireless Trade in British hands.
Do not send unnecessary dollars to America.
The British manufacturers know exactly what
is wanted to please the British public, and they
can produce enough—and some to spare."
This statement has rather antagonized some
of the American manufacturers. It is not as
serious as it sounds, however. In the first
place, English magazines have published volumes of material of neutrodyne and superheterodyne sets, and these outfits as well as
many others which bear the distinct car-marks
of British design have been built from American parts. English manufacturers in all lines
are very quick to urge unon their public the exclusive use of things made in England, but the
tremendous success of American Products, including radio equipment, shows that English
people respond to their own judgment rather
than taking "Made in England" propaganda at
its face value. At the same time, American
manufacturers should be very careful to determine the suitability of their equipment to
conditions in England, for there are certain
features that must be considered in order to
market radio products successfully abroad.

THE Dongan Electric Manufacturing Company, Detroit. Michigan, has grown, since
the organization of the Company in 1909, to a
point where it is one of the largest if not the
largest manufacturer in the world of bell-ringing transformers. In addition, Dongan manufactures oil burner transformers, special power
transformers, audio transformers, and produces
an enormous volume of ammeters for the automobile trade.
In 1923, this Company went into production
on A.F. transformers for set manufacturers
and for the retail trade, A.C. tube step-down
transformers, and is now building transformers
and chokes for B battery eliminators. At the
present time, more than forty set manufacturers
are using Dongan audio transformers, and a
rapidly increasing number of concents arc using
Dongan meters, power transformers, and chokes
in their equipment. In the last two years, this
Company has expanded more rapidly than in
the previous thirteen years of its existence.
In addition to the Canadian branch recently
organized, the Detroit plant is being enlarged
by the purchase of a group of two-story buildings adjoining the present factory. The new
plant is now in operation, practically doubling
the floor space previously available. Plans now
under way. however, call for razing the present buildings, and replacing them by a much
larger modern factory building. Dongan is one
of the radio companies that has very little
sympathy for the complaint too often voiced
this fall that the radio business is not coming
back as it should.
American manufacturers have been somewhat
resentful of the publication in one of the English
magazines of a letter, appearing under the
title "American Poaching" from the Narmat,
the British Organization of radio manufacturers. This letter states in part—"Agents of
American wireless firms who have offered to
supply American pattern receiving kits, or in
the ordinary cabinet form, completely constructed. The low price at which this apparatus is offered could never be reached by
British manufacturers.
"Reports from America make it perfectly
76
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f yd Hew Standard of Excellence
in Audio Amplification
THIS new audio transformer has been developed for those who are
satisfied only with the utmost in quality. It possesses an unusually
straight line frequency charactenstic extending the range below
the lowest note now being broadcast, and actually shows a gain of about
three octaves below that previously obtained.
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FRCRUPKV SCALED IN OCTAVES
The AmerTran De Luxe is a transformer of moderate size and weight,
enclosed in a strong metal case with mounting holes at both lop and bottom
it may
affording simplified cv^uucvuuib.
connections. While
u AmerT
aso that
rp ran
i-T
* be inverted,
wmie
the
he
AmerTran
De
P"'Luxe
will improve any
«—• <■set,
»* —
appreciation
; of• its uniform
implifying qualities can best be realized when operated in conjunction
wit
vith straight line frequency loudspeakers, such as the best cone and disc
types and"with ai l_
tube in the last stage capable of handling the output,
The AmerTran
an De Luxe is madeln
made in two types, one im
for uic
the mai
first siagc
stage
and one for the second stage, and plainly marked as such. The chief
difference between these two types is that the first stage transformer
has approximately 50°; greater primary inductance than the second
stage transformer, thus more nearly corresponding to the operating
impedances of the tubes out of which they work. For this reason it is
advisable to purchase and operate these transformers by the pair!
PRICE, EITHER TYPE. (10.00
fh* fee Jntnftne hmoUrl om AmtTus fUdm> /Wi*/.
American Transformer Company
178 Emmet .Street, Newark. N. j.
"Transformer builders for orer twenty-four years"
SOLD ONLY AT

Authorized AmerJran Dealers
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the knob removed to show the offset adjustment; right; the non-skid Amsco socket for
U X tubes
Shakeproof lock washers are now being made amount of panel space. A novelty has been infor radio equipment. Manufacturers are in- troduced in the form of a non-skid base, makvited to write the Shakenroof Lock Washer ing it possible to use a one-hole mounting. The
Company, 2501 No. Keeler Avenue. Chicago, list price is 75c.
for samples of these devices. The types for
have been announced by
radio equipment are of spring phosphor bronze, DIVIDENDS
and R. E. Thompson. The Zenith
stamped out in the form of an integral lug and RadioZenith
Corporation,
on November 4ih declared
lock washer.
its regular annual dividend of 6%, plus an exJoseph Kucera, 212 Center Street, New York, tra 4% payable on January 2nd, 1926, to stockwell known as a manufacturer of high speed holders
record, December 1st, 1925. The
precision winding equipment, is now building report ofof operations
for the year just closed
machines for winding loud speaker and tele- shows
the net profits for 1925 exceeded the
phone magnets, running at the amazing speed profits that
of the preceding year by 175%.
of 10,000 RPM.
The machine is entirely automatic. The only
The R. E. Thompson Manufacturing Comhand operation necessary is inserting the form pany
has declared a dividend equal to two dolto be wound and turning a switch. The device lars per
for the third quarter ending
stops automatically after the required number Septembershare
1925, and a dividend equal to
of turns have been wound. The time required two dollars30th,
for the fourth quarter ending
for an average coil is forty seconds.
December 31st, 1925, or a total dividend of four
dollars per share on this first preferred stock,
El wood Manufacturing Company, New York payable
isth, 1926. to stockholders of
City, is now producing a hydrometer receptacle record asJanuary
of December 31st, 1925.
which will appeal to anyone who has much to
do with storage batteries. The receptacle,
S'lver-Marshall shared the honors with C.
mounted on the wall, holds the hydrometer and,
with a glass cup at the bottom, prevents acid Wood Tatham in the first prize for homebuilt sets, awarded at the Chicago Radio Show.
from dripping on the floor.
The outfit built by Mr. Tatham was a special
Amsco Products, Inc.. has added to its line type of Silver 6.
a universal socket for UX tubes. ConnecThe Bureau of Standards again calls attention can be made in only one way, and the
to the frequent misuse of its name in contube locks into place automatically. Very tion
with the sale of dry batteries for radio
wisely the socket was designed for a minimum nection
receiving sets. Dealers and factory represent*www.americanradiohistory.com

With the Manufacturers

Three vlewe In the Erla factory at Chicago. The lop picture Mluatrates the actlvltlea In one
of the aet aaaembly rooms. At the center it the machine shop and tool room where special
devices, experimental apparatus, and stamping and molding dies are made. Below Is a photograph taken in one of the parts assembly rooms.
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tives have claimed that the superiority of their
particular brands of dry cells has been demonstrated by tests at the Bureau of Standards.
The Bureau does make tests in accordance with
Government specifications but these are made
for the Government Department only and the
results are not published. Therefore, statements that any brand of battery is superior as
shown by tests made at the Bureau are entirely
unfounded.

RADIO
DEALERS
These Dealers are making
money by selling "How to
Build Long Distance Radio
Sets "

.

CHARLEY 1ZENSTARK has sold 200
copies of How to Build Long Distance
Radio Sets since this M. B. Sleeper book
was brought out on Sept. 25lb.
a

COAST RADIO SUPPLY CO. has sold
800 copies.
E. P. NOLL has sold 250 copies.
OLIVER C. SCHROEDER CO. has sold
300 copies.

Maron Mfg. Co., of New York city, is now
producing an all-wood loudspeaker, made of
singing spruce. The reproducer is of the
adjustable type.

These names have been picked at random
from our order files. They have not only
made a 100% profit on these books but
a much bigger profit from the sale of
parts to build the sets described.

Atwater Kent started construction on October 1st of a factory addition which will increase the original space of twelve acres to
fourteen. The building is scheduled for occupancy at the end of April. Beneath the factory level will be a basement covering one acre,
planned as a garage for the company's trucks
and automobiles. Also, another siding from
the Pennsylvania Railroad will be built in to
use for receiving materials, while the existing
siding will be Jot shipping.

"HOW TO BUILD LONG
DISTANCE RADIO SETS"
is a 48 page book, printed on the finest
paper, fi-ki by 9}i ins., fully illustrated
with detailed photographs, picture wiring
diagrams, and circuits.
The designs shown include the famous
Browning-Drake Five. Silver-Marshall
Super-Autodyne, Browning-Drake 199
Set, and the Samson T. C. All these sets
use standard parts which you have in
stock.

This is probably the most convincing answer
that the Atwater Kent Company can give to
recent reports that operations have been slopped
owing to the over-production of Atwater Kent
receiving sets.

The-price of this book is 25c less 50%.
Sell these books to keep parts moving.

PATENT SERVICE
FOR THE MANUFACTURER —
We have retained experienced patent
lawyers to create patent situations
around the manufacturer's products.
FOR THE INVENTOR —
We aid and assist In the development
of his inventions and represent him in
negotiations with manufacturers. In
meritorious cases we finance the work.

SEND IN A TRIAL ORDER
FOR TWENTY-FOUR COPIES
M.

RADIO PATENTS CORP.
INC. 1917
247 Park A»e.
New York City.
80

B. Sleeper, Inc.
Technical Publisher
A-52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York

a Crowe Product

This Mark Denotes

Now!

Crowe

Metal

Panels

for Weil-Known "Kits" and Circuits
The technical advantages of Crowe metal panels are amply demonstrated
by this new product. Crowe panels aid in the elimination of inductive
disturbances, insuring lielter jjerformance and greater selectivity, especially
in congested districts.

Crowe Metal Panel for B-T Counterphaae-Six
Size 7 x 24. Accurately Pierced, Ready for Use
Crowe

Metal

Shields

Crowe Metal Shield for B-T Countcrphasc
Engineers and Manufacturers are Invited to Write (or Instructive Literature
CROWE NAME PLATE & MFG. CO.
1749 Grace St., Chicago
cmaen
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pottc*
Coi*

In your
"B" Supply Unit
use
FILTER
(An Aimrtcan-MMM Product)
All sizes—All specifications—Meet all
requirements—Made in 3 voltage ranges.
Full specifications and details
at your dealer's or direct
POTTER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
North Chicago, Illinois

A
Three Point
k

Wiping Contact
at all times with the
EBY Spring Socket

The Works
of the
i
Price

DeJuR
one hole
RHEOSTAT

This ingcniotis EBY Spring Socket
provides a positive three point wiping contact at all times regardless of
the size of the prong or the amount
of solder on the prong tip.
The design of this socket permits the
tube to actually "float" when in
service. This reduces microphonic
noises to a minimum and is a protection against tube damage.
This socket takes the new UX. CX
and UV tubes and permits interchangeability and other desirable
features. We will gladly send complete information upon reguest.

Compare the Dejur Rheostat with any other
on the market. Vou will find that the Dejur is dilTcrem—belter—more efficient. Fourteen exclusive features make the Dejur
superior to all other Rheostats and make it
the ONLY RHEOSTAT WITH A POSITIVE CONNECTION PLATE. We guarantee them absolutely.
S«|«| by nil Dealrn*
.Manufacturers — Write
for sample and prices
S DEJur
> Products
Co-.
C Lafayette &•
V Broomc Sts
X, NewYork

H. H. EBY MFG. CO.
4710 Stenlon Ave., Philadelphia
Manufacturers of
EBY BINDING

POSTS

- M

tr
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Now is the Time to
Feature and Sell

EASTERN
\o

Em

li

Knockout Colls (Type-R)
For
Ih* EASTERN
KNOCKOPT emclcnl
CjwUl Ro'«r
'Th' 1 O',,.
l
mil unrrflfird
Robcrtil—Ui.
i-uil
>.l deigned.
uMnn thamailn^l
HMfM ' -'REASTERN PICKLE BOTTLE colU for lUUlo Uroodraat'n ntarveloua new
UNIVERSAL
CIRCCIT, ARK NOW READY 1
Type OV Colb—Per mA
En.trrn Coll. .re >11 In Ih« ^Iclenl low JOB..W«Me
Dottle lorn, of wind nu, talroed to M. B. SleDMr.
KualUle*'d
trwoinramble,
for Hie M (Typj
H Sleoper
l
IfO.'Wmip.rat EASTERN
Mil.
RROWjflNO
B-D.peerx
S8.00
rar
CLASSICDRAKE.
ITtpe Ell, M,00
,»«
orJO.noi.
rhrral.andTHREE
CIRCCIT
SET.drailta.
ITyra 3-C
coupler.
for oilier
leadlnt
Clrrular
on
mimwt.
,
At your dealers or direct, postpaid.
EASTERN COIL CORPORATION
22 Warren St.
Dept. R.E.
New York

&
IQ
Kelail at
25c
a pair

Many of the l»c»t set*
on the market use
these tip jacks as
standard e<|uipmeni.
SET builders recognize the simplicity, advantages
and superiority of these dependable tip jacks ove:
binding posts. They assure a positive contact
at all times—no parts to loosen—or lose. Ideal for
permanent as well as temporary connections. ALL
PARTS ARE HEAVILY NICKEL PLATED.
Firmly grip all wires from No. 11 to No. 24 B &
S gauge. Three sizes for all panels. TYPE A
(Standard) for 3/16" to
panels. TYPE B
(Special) for panels, cabinet walls and partitions
from 5/16" to
thick. Type C (Special) for
panels up to Vt" thick.
They Are Specified In The
HAMMARLUND-ROBERTS RECEIVER
Fans everywhere arc now building this famous
Receiver—its parts are in big demand. Union
Radio Tip Jacks are specified in place of binding
posts in this set. Base panels are drilled to accommodate these Tip Jacks only and Dealers are
being called upon by set builders to supply them
as a part of the outfit. Packed in boxes of 9
pairs specially for this set. also in "self-selling"
counter cartons of 1/12. y'j and one gross pairs.
Other Guaranteed Radio Products
VERNIER DIAL ADJUSTERS—In demand b> fan- '
finer
Ileiall lunlnB
price "•v*-PcrmlU Instant adju»iineni of the dial-.

Jo-day-iUi
every
^good set i

Less wiringFewer losses
Full, clear, rich tone depends on more
than on just good apparatus. It depends,
first of all, upon careful, compact wiring.
AMPERITE eliminates complicated wiring. avoiding leaks and losses. Requires
no attention. Controls the filament perfectly. bringing the utmost out of each
individual tube. Permits use of any tubes
or combination of tubes. Used in all popular construction sets. Price. $1.10.
There is an AMPERITE for every tube
Write for free hook-ups
'LkTuHuII Qompany
Dept. R-E--2 50 Franklin St.. N. V. City

IOENTIFICATION
TA08—There
a ready
sale at all
lime*,
for
labels.
Made of Ishard,
ml fibre
laPrevent short ins battery, or blowtnu tabes. Marked with
proper
Ideu'Wcstlona
of
batten
ronnectlona
sacn
as
A-.
II ; B67. IlltO. etc. Two holes, will lake any w»rc up to
Parked
designation
Ileiall price
1100.IU0 toAlsoa box
In setof offon.-nine.
Ileiall only.
price 10c.
TO ALL BRANCHES OF THE TRADE
Send
for literature
-arnplesGelof details
our reawmahly
priced
of our atlraotiuaiantevd
Iladio and
Produr
i.*e propoaltlon.
UNION-RADIO-CORPORATION
12a - SUS SEX AVEKUE -NEWARK-N J
NEW-YORK-OFFICE — tl&-WEST-52 "-STREET
mw

7/if "SELF-ADJUSTING
83

Se^rs
$*xX~fxd
trta^
pc

The Product of 38 Years' Experience

The

ELECTRAD
Royalty

S.

Variable

High Resistance

Adjaatmant for
ihrurm"
rracnelK- unit l*

any daatrad angle.
The
Amulion
Is thethe
ciesilon
of Alfml
A Co.
London.
Knalsnd.
oriirinalors
amiGraham
Oldest maker*
of loud spwUns device* tnlrty-elsht years- experience!
model*. $12
Nationally
advertised.
Write forSixproposition
and up."Ampllon
I WHirrec
.
THE AMPLION CORPORATION of AMERICA
Off**: Suite n .2*> Madimm At*.. Snr York
Chlcairo Branch:
No. Morgan St.
Canadian27-29
Distributor*:
.
Bumdepl of Canada. Ltd.. Toronto

IN EVERY sense a precision instrument giv
ing fine, gradual, smooth, noiseless control
and same resistance is always found at same
spot on the dial.
Highly desirable as a dependable tone and
volume control in resistance coupled or transformer coupled audio amplifiers and ALSO
AS A FLEXIBLE CONTROL FOR DETECTOR PLATE CURRENT IN B BATTERY ELIMINATORS.
The "Electrad" Royalty Variable High Resistance has a guaranteed safe current carrying
capacity of 10 milliamperes without temperature change. Being wire wound it is practically indestructible. Resistance element remains
uninjured regardless of frequent adjustment
and is not affected by temperature changes.
Attractively finished and moulded of solid bakelite—adapted to panel or base mounting.

Amplion* are equip-^
ped with cords and
panel plups.

Test

ELECTRAD ROYALTY VARIABLE GRID
LEAK (Type A) is similar in appearance and
has a range of 1/10 to 7 megohms, sufficient
for any type of standard vacuum tube.
Electrad Variable High Resistances come in
types. Type B—1.500 to 100,000 ohms. Tvpe
C—500 to 50,000 ohms. Special types furnished on order. Type D—Specially designed
for B eliminators, 10.000 to 700.000 ohms.
Type E—Compensator 500,000 ohms. Potentiometer $2.00.

These
amcw

Type A, B, C—Price $1.50
Type D and Type E—Price $2.00
Other "Electrad" Products are Audiohms. Variohms, Certified Mica
Condensers. Certified Fixed Grid
Leaks, Lead-ins, Lightning Arresters. Resistance Coupled Amplifier
Kits, etc.

Rubber
boaMan
Mihtte
bom
■'«' lr
from UNM
conduil.

Coils
TRF Kit
LIST $120?

Scientific
measurement
of an Aero
Coll "hows
It to typca
have
a much l«»wer
high frequency
resistance
than other
of inductances.
Comiiarallre broadcast reception test* "how Aero Coll*
capable
of porforinance In exact accord with their electrical characterlHtlc*.
Suhdllute
a set of Aero will
Coll*not.In any
-el now ualng
other
an
immediate
tremend'iu.*Inductance*
lnrrea*e In Von
tower, a degree
of aelectlvlty
which
I*perfrct
almostdespite
unhelievahle
and
a
quality
of
tone
which
the very narrow and *harp nwonanceI*
iKuk which Aero ColU ahow at each frwjuency.
.Manufaclureni
Interested
InvervIniprming
tlielr *ef* or fan*
desirnu*
of Belting
nut
of any circuit
will dothewell
tolimit
look ofIntoperformance
the Aero Coll
proixMlilon at once. There Is an Aero Coll for every
type of clreult.
Write for the free Aero Booklet.
AERO PRODUCTS, INC.
217 No. Desplaines St., Chicago.

1

ELECT RAD inc.
428 Broadway
New York City
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ENGINEERING OR SUBSTITUTION ?
WHICH DO YOU WANT TO DETERMINE THE
THE PRICE OF YOUR SET?
Nothing so clearly proves the difference between the RX-1 and other
kinds of sets than a comparison of the price and the parts used.
Anyone can cheapen the price of a set by substituting flimsy parts —
but a set made that way is expensive, no matter how low the price.
RX-1, on the other hand, has achieved the price of $32.50 for a kit
comprising the finest standard equipment by pure engineering development, eliminating unnecessary parts and at the same time
procuring greater efficiency by an entirely unique form of circuit.
Set owners who have been operating elaborate outfits are discovering
that price does not buy quality of tone and ease of operation. Those
who bought cheap sets are finding it less expensive, both in operation
and maintenance, to build the RX-1.
In the RX-1 kit there are 151 separate parts.
Coils, condensers,
drilled and engraved panels, hardware, every item necessary to completely assemble the receiver, ready for the cabinet.
RX-1 kit, ready for assembly, postpaid
Add $1.00 west of the Mississippi or for Canada
D-2I Sodion, postpaid
$5.00
Set of 4 RX-1 tested tubes ...
3-VA Van Home tube
$2.50
Davcn MU-20 tubes
Baldwin Ljric Walnut Finished Horn Loud Speaker
Baldwin Standard Black Finish Horn Loud Speaker
Baldwin Loud Speakers are recommended for the RX-1
DURRANT

RADIO,

$32.50
$12.50
$ 4.00
$27.50
$22.50

Ltd.

SUPPLIERS TO RADIO SET BUILDERS AND EXPERIMENTERS
T-52 Vanderbilt Avenue
85

New York City

Van HorneRadion

Musseiman

for

"WT K*

Adapted
Mogul 5 V-C

moulded

POWER

insulation

MOGUL

\\7 E work closely
^ » with radio engineers so that the most
perfect radio insulation
known — RADION —
may be applied in
moulded form to their
products.

AMPLIFIER

\p\Vl The Van Horn.- Muvwlman MokuI V-C
I-. the FlHd.
Utmt and mo*! utoactd talM
in I he PowerTube
Amnlifler
The Palenlerl Adairter enablea you lo enlarge Ihe
rervlvlnt
range offn your
--IncrraM^
>«ureliminates
loud speaker
lolume from
100%•elantl
r«iiii|)|elelv
dla(onion
CIRCUIT.WITHOUT (IIAMilM; VOOR PRKSKNT
JOUIIKR 1IRAI«RU
Write for otir cooperative merchandUlns pUa.
THE VAN HORNE CO.
Factory and Sales Offlcr
284 Center St.. Franklin. Ohio (near Dayton)

Such pieces as condenser and transformer
parts, jack spacers, subpanels, sockets and
dials, are particularly
efficient in genuine
RADION.

S-M PARTS
LOW LOSS INDUCTANCES
All bakehtc, low loss, interchangeable coils for 50-500
meters. May be used as
oscillators, antenna adapters
and R P Transformers in
standard circuits. Each 3*4"
long with winding diameter
of 2".
Price All Types 50-600
meters
..Each $2.50
Sockets for any size
coils
Each 1.00
NEW LONG WAVE COILS
S-M Imenhangeablc Inductances are now available
for European wave lengths. Regular type numbers
apply. No Circuit changes necessary—they plug
in, in place of present sires,
FOR THE SILVER "SIX"
550—1200 Meters
1200—1800 Meters
2 —112 D Coils
2 —112 E Coils
1 —110 D Coil
1 —110 E Coil
FOR THE SILVER SUPER
550—1200 Meters
1200—1800 Meters
1 —110 D Coil
I —110 E Coil
1 —111 D Coil
1 —m E Coil
Price: Any Type Number. D Range, $3.25—E
Range, $3.50.
IMPROVED RAYTHEON-THORDARSON
B-ELIMINATOR
parts necessary SM KIT 650 includes all334
Building Instructions
THORDARSON POWER TRANSFORMER
Its curve is a straight line and its quality cannot
be improved. Price each. $8.00.
Send for circulars describing SM Products
SILVER-MARSHALL, Inc.
108 S. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

Will you allow us to
quote on your next order for moulded parts?
American hard rubber
company
rx-pt. m .n 10
II Mercer Street, New York City

Had i on
'The Supreme Insulation

86

V- -

Accuracy—
The new Jewel line of 2-inch instruments
is built with the same sturdiness and accuracy that has made Jewell instruments
popular among radio men.

Pattern 35.
Every radio engineer who has occasion to design radio sets should
send for sample of our I35-I35-B or 140 instrument.
Described in Circular No. 776
Jewell Electrical Instrument Co.
1650 Walnut St.
Chicago
"26 Years Making Good Instruments"

The
of

Only

Practical

Winding

RF

Method

Choke

Coils

Manufacturers and experimenters who have had
trouble trying to obtain efficient radio frequency
choke coils will find the problem solved by using
the

Inhennt properties
of this patented
winding assure
Samson Helical Wound
less
distributed
capacity effect—cause of
choke coils failing to
RF
Perform their desired
function—than is possible with any other winding.
Choke Coil
I he Samson RF Choke Coil performs the function for which designed—does
not act like a by-pass condenser — and improves the reception of practically
any set in which it is used. It will he found in many sets that are famous
for their tone quality together with the Samson Helical Wound Audio Frequency Transformer.
Send for new Bulletin describing uses of the Samson Helical Wound Radio Frequency Choke
Coil.
SAMSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
Manufacturers Since 1882
Sales offices in
Main Offices and
30 leadinf cities
Factory, Canton. Mass.
87
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With labels
DURHAM that give
ranges acVariable
curately
GRID LEAKS

CENTERED
TERMINAL

T
S
T
T E
If your object U to attain excellenca in
radio atructure, the baaic importance of
the Laatite will inlereat you aa much aa
it doea ua.
The Laatile ia the only radio terminal
that eliminalea any poaaibility of imperfect contacta.
Aa Mr. M. B. Sleeper haa aaid:
"With a but wire toldrrrd to it, the
Laitile ie it* own loch nut."
There can be no atructural element in
radio more baaically important than thia
feature of the Laatite.
Laatitea hold the bua wirea and, ao, help
you while you arrange them.
The Laatile ia eaaier to aolder to than a
lug, ia eaaier to put on, ia alronger and
loolca incomparably better than any other
hind of terminal.
Being more than juet a contact, the
Latlite ie the only radio terminal which
can be advertised and recommended,
on its merits, for the service it performs.
1

STANDARD Type shown above fits all regular clips. Use them to adjust variations
in tubes; also for audio control.

New panel
Note
patent
type
Ti plunger
$1 -VfVy Takes less space
than a
dinic on lhc pane,. Mak.
ing close control convenient means better
results .« satisfaction that lasts!
Both typeM in the** size a
No. 100—1,000 to 100.000 ohms
No. 101—0.1 to 5 megohms
No. 201 A—2 to 10 megohms
DURHAM Bases—three styles. 30 to 45c
Vae DVRHAMS in all aeta
Order by type and tise number
DURHAM 6 CO. .Inc.
193^ Market St.. PKUadelphia

>

best for
condensers
—brass

paratory for being soldered. Tube will hold
any size bus wire up to No. 14.
Thin, circular flange to which bus wire is
The Lastite Is thoroughly tin2 soldered.
ned. inside and out.
Thin wall of bus wire lube conducts little
heat. Tube tapers toward the flange.

As plates and columns
Brass has the right temper
to preserve alignment with
small clearances. Brass is
readily soldered in making
proper electrical contact and
its easy machining qualities

Quarter-inch hexagonal base nut.
Terminal base nut is threaded to fll 6-32
5 and 8-32 screws.
The lube and flange of the Lastite. being
centered, vibration cannot act as leverage
6 to work it loose. A bus wire locks It—
permanently.
PATENTS APPLIED FOR
Manufacturcrt and DirdtIbutort,
write or tcle^rapK for asbmples

give economy in production.
COPPER ^ BRASS
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
25 Broadway, New York

27 Hammatt Road, Rotlindale, Matt.
88

An absolutely new type of high-power receiver, new Browning-Drake
non-regenerative coils, S. L. F. tuning, new impeiiance amplifier cir^ cuit, new method of detection—all combined in the most beautiful
mechanical design you have ever seen. Front panel measures 7 by 24 ins., 7 ins. deep.
Dalaprinls are now ready. They give the panel patterns, picture wiring diagram, list
of parts, step-hy-step instructions, ami all other infonnalion necessary. This set will
he shown in detail in the March issue. DATAPRINTS REGULAR PRICE $1.00. Given
free with a year's subscription or extension to Radio Engineering.
SAVE A DOLLAR!
IV rV«

These

Names

Are

Famous

Everywhere

TJ "XT" -4
/L — I

Throughout the entire country, the RX-1 has become the standard
of quality in reception. It is the easiest of all sets to tune. The simplicity of conslrurlion and low cost of parts has made it the most
popular set brought out this fall. It is as sharp in tuning as is consistent with undistoiled reproduction.
Complete data prints
$1.25
BX^v ^
•I I

Everyone knows the popularity of the Browning-Drake circuit, and
the virtues of the Davcn resistance amplifier unit. These two are
combined in the B-D 5, the most successful of the various BrowningDrake combinations. Daven Mu-20 and Mu-6 lubes can be used. The B-D No. 5 design
assures success.
Complete data prints
$1.25
This is the daddy of the super-heterodynes. It has
everything that the most complete set can have—
C-10 Super 10 tubes, tuned R. F. ahead of the first detector,
complete shielding, an efficiency which cannot be equalled by the simpler designs.
Standard parts are used throughout.
Complete data prints
$5.00
t
The set that has the reputation for getting every last bit
i .
|
of results from four 201-A tubes, both as to volume and
•
distance. Particularly good for those who want a genuinely good set that will always be good, for the parts have been chosen for substantial
design and construction.
Complete data prints
$.75
"y^"r

"XT"
|
When local conditions arc so bad that you
Y
don't know what set to choose, play safe—
X V- YV
1)uil)1 |he New Yorker. It will rut out interference in a way which is positively uncanny. Or if yon want DX—build the New
Yorker. You never beard three 199"8 and a 120 do half as much.
Complete data prints
$1.00
These

Are

Sets

of

Established

Reputation.

You Can Trust Them Absolutely.

M.

B.

SLEEPER,

A-52 Vanderbilt Ave.

Inc.

Technical
Publisher

New York City
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The

Best
in the
World
One Customer Telegraphs: "Receiver assembled, performing like a thorobred."
The Amateur or Experimenter with his ultra-modern high-powered
No Batteries
receiver is years ahead of Commercial Radio.
trs required sven to
It is significant that unsolicited testimonials are constantly being
osorat# the most powerreceived from even the far corners of the earth, where Nordenful 10-lube receiver pieHauclc Engineers have furnished the finest radio apparatus known
tured above. If you uie
to the art today.
the new laboratory type
Quotations gladly furnished on radio pa^ls and apparatus having
non-infringing uses.
Model A
Write for Literature
Power Unit
NORDEN-HAUCK, INC., Engineer*
1617 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

UMflJi
Afore Profits
for the PROFESSIONAL
Set Builder
'

N

,

\

I /•

WE have an unusually interesting
proposition
to
make to the man who is
now building (or has
the ability to build)
radio receiving sets for
resale.

ill

Rosin Cove
oSOLDER
Swv is Silk and SimjHC
APPROVED BY RADIO ENGINEERS
A OtWISt SttLDt* : i:i:;
CHICAGO SOLDER COMPANY
42 24 Wriicm wood A v., C hicago.U .S. A.

This is a real opportunity. Write today for
full information.
Gearhart-Schlueler Radio Corp.
717 Voorman Ave.
Fresno
:
:
;
:
California
90

I

;et

the
fhr011^

L

eToneS
-fc
Make Your Old
Set A

1926

Model!

The D«*en Su|K*rAmplifirr umm! with any »et
or rirruil rarrir* ihrou|(h ihr full, ilrar
lonraofihr liroad«*aMinK Maliun prograins.
If you prrfrr lo aa.srmldr ihr Ampldirr.
ohlain the Davni .Aftiagf Kil. t*hieb indudr- all |Mrl» r\rrp| MH-kela.
Tbr new I)avrn Sperial Cuupling Condcnaer Type "A", for
HrdMancr Coupled
AmpliBcation. aold
M-paralely and alao
inrludrd in all Davrn
AiM|»lifirr«. Kil» and
Hr-i-io-Couplera. For
Crealrr volume and
cller qua lii>.

PI I!I', limes, bmulifull)' clear anil full, -o mil front llie broadca-lint: slalion. They reach your deleclor slill pure and clear.
Bui »hal I hen?
From ihr deleclor your amplifying ap|>aralii> opcralc-. DUtorlion
ari-et unless you lake advanlagr of a mrlhod of amidifying thai
far-sighted nianufaclurers and thousands of sel builders arc now
adopling—Resislanrc Coupled Aniplificalion. Kesislancc Coupling is not new. bill Resistance Coupling uilh real volume
amplificalion is neu. It is the most approved method of letting
pure tones through.
The Daven Super-Amplifier eosls liltle. Il is easily and conveniently installed in any set made. Buy il complete lo save hookup labor. For those preferring lo assemble, the Davrn 3-slage Kil
gives all the necessary pans except sockels. You will join hundreds of others who have written lo thank us for the improvement
Daveu has given.
\t rile us today for The Resistor Manual, an aulhorilalive book on
Resistance Coupled Amplification. 25c at good dealers. 30c by mail.
It WEN PRODUCTS ARE SOLD OM.V BV GOOD DE ALERS
Sine o/'dCectC
^ A V ENA8% j Q^C 0 R P 0 RAtlO^
9esisSor Spocia/tsls
1 5 r w
Newark
" *
New Jersey

H.t

CUP THIS COLI'ON
DAVEN RADIO CORPORATION
. 5 Summil Slrrrl. Newark. Ncv Jcrwry
l'lra-c »rnd mr ihr ftdhiwiiig on Rrwipiancr C«>uplrd Amplihcalion:
Check One
BRr>i.ior M.mu.tl. 30r is cndogrd.
Cumplrlr Caiahtg (frrr).
HI.-'l-TOH
V| .avMRe....*1. M Ajmr.
. _
tI the
K.w.H—.1
t—pie.!
•• IHsss.
By -a.lAt sosir dealer
I JOrsJm Atldrr-#W ItemUe. s-ni ' I c Her RchI an.I err - ill hair oar I •srrsi JismkHar
■53?^

Tbr new Davrn High MU Tube Type
MU-20. naed with ihr Davrn Sii|M-rAraplifirr. give* SO^fc more volume —
6 voll. % amprrr. A Davrn Power
Tube Type Ml'-b in ihr laM or ouipm
flagr hri|ta onv *e| rrgardlrsa of ihr
nielbod of ^mplifiealiun —6 voll. •ampere.
THE

BIG

LITTLE

THINGS
91
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Aero Products, Ir.c
Alden Mfg. Co
Ail-American Radio Corp
American 11 an! Kuldier Co
American Transformer Co
Amplion Corp. of America
B

Brcmer-Tully .VI Ig. Co

He was amazed —
he had been sure
it was static —
J\/T ANY fans are blaming static (or noises which
arc not static at all. They are noises which
can be eliminated. For example, unless you keep
your contacts between lube and sockets clean at all
times, corrosion is going to cause disturbing noises
which you may lay to static.
It is easy to keep these contacts clean with the
Na-Ald No. «00 De Luxe Socket. Just a turn or
two of the tube in the sachet cuts away all corrosion from tube terminals and clears up the voice
of your radio instantly. No need to take the lube
out and sandpaper each terminal with this socket.
When the tube is turned in the socket, the exclusive side-scraping duo-contacts scrape away all corrosion and the terminals come to rest on the
scraped portions. The Na-Ald No. 400 De Luxe
Socket is the only socket that eliminates noises
due to corrosion. Meter tests have proved this
action sure and positive.
Na-Ald sockets arc made of Alden-proccssed
Bakelite which conserves all the current energy.
Laboratory tests proved Na-Ald Sockets moat efficient in low loss and low capacity. Na-Ald Socket
No. 400 was selected by ten famous radio engineers as beat lor the famous Hammarlund-Roberts
set. It is part No. 6. List price: No. 400 75c.
The New Socket that Takes all the new Tubes
The new Na-Ald Socket No. 48I-X takes all
the new tubes without adapters. Sure Positive
Contact. Alden Processed Bakelite for lowest
losses. List price. 481-X .... $.35.
IVrite lor lull inlormation on the complete
line ol Na-Ald Sockets, Dials and Adapters.
ALDEN MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. N 3,
Springfield, Mass.
Alden Processed

96

C
Chicauo Solder Co
Copper & Brass KeAearch Assoc
Crowe Name Plate & Mfg. Co

90
88 "
81

D
Daven Radio Corp
Dcjur Products Co
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co
Duhilier Cond. & Radio Corp
Uurham & Co., Inc
Durrant Radio Ltd

91
82
51
54
88
85

E
Eastern Coil Corp
Eby Mfg. Co.. The H. H
Eleclrad, Inc

83
82
84

G
(learhart Schluctcr Radio Corp

90

•
H
Hammarlund Mfg. Co
Jewell Elec'l lust. Co
Karas Elec. Co
Munn & Co
National Carbon Co
National Co., Inc
Norden-llauck, Inc

J
K
M
N

Back Cover
87
93
95
Inside Front Cover
Inside Back Cover
9o

Potter Mfg. Co.
Radiall Co
Radio Corp. of America
Radio Patents Corp
Samson Elec. Co
Silver-Marshall, Inc
Sleeper, M. B. Inc
Stevens & Co., Wm
Union Radio Corp
Van Home Co

Na-alD
Sockets and Dials
92
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KARAS Tarts Are

Intended

Only

for the Few Who Demand Finest
Quality and

Workmanship

In many places, good dealers who wanted a
IT takes many manufacturers to supply the tremendous demand for condensers and trans- stock of Karas products could not be supplied.
formers in this vast radio market of ours. If If {/on are still unable to find them in your local
all home set builders were ready to pay the price stores, tell your dealer that we are now able to
which real quality commands, a big proportion of take care of his requirements. Or. if you wish to
them would necessarily be disappointed — the gel Karas parts in the quickest possible lime, wc
Karas factory could not begin to lake care of all. will be glad to send them to you direct.
Karas parts are designed and built for the select
few—you builders who want the
However you buy Karas Harutmost in quality, in quiet opermonik Transformers or Orthoation, in appearance. You who
metric Condensers, you do not
lake pride in your workmanship
run the least risk of their not
VV ' E have been as—whose sets have that "profesperforming up to your highest
sional" appearance which is the
s u r c d by Mr.
expectations. If there is the
envy of all your radio friends.
Sleeper that Karas
slightest cause for disappointJust as water quickly finds its
Harmonik Transformment during a thirty days' test,
level, so did Karas Harmonik
ers and Karas Orthoyou are invited to return the
Transformers and Orthomclric
parts to the dealer from whom
Condensers quickly find the exmetric Condensers mayclusive market for which they
you bought them, or to us if you
be used with the greatwere intended.
buy direct. Your money will be
est satisfaction in
The most skillful home radio
promptly refunded without quesnearly all of the cirset builders the country over,distion or quibble.
cuits he designs. These
covered Karas Harmonik TransKaras radio parts arc the pride
parts have been tested
of an organization that has been
and approved by Mr.
making precision electrical apSleeper and his assoparatus for more than thirty
ciates.
years. We believe we are making the finest transformers and
condensers possible to produce
and we are glad to back them up
Frlcct?each- Shipped til- with this, the strongest guarantee we know how
roct whcrvdealrrt cannot
bupply. cost plus a frw to write.
cents postage paid to
postman on receipt. Par21 plate. 0005 Mfd.. $7 On
cel post Is prepaid where
7 plate. .00017 Mfd.. fe.71
payment accompanies
II plate, 00025 Mid.. 0 50
order. Our M-day Money
5 plate, .0000972 Mid.. 6.50
Back Guarantee applies,
THE KARAS HARMONIK
and however
••ALL-STAGE" RATIO AUDIO wherever
FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER purchased.
formers soon after they were placed on the market
in 1924. When Karas Orlhoraetric Condensers appeared a year later they were snapped up far
loo quickly for our own comfort. Perhaps it was
because they were the first to meet the demand
for a Straight Frequency Line tuning instrument.
More likely it was because of the enviable reputation created the year before by Karas Harmonik
Transformers. At any rate, it was months before
we could fully supply the insistent, clamorous demand that came to us from all sides.
We begin to think now that the number of set
builders who want the very "Best that Money
Can Buy" is far greater than we first imagined.
Our production has been greatly increased to provide for the growing numbers who demand Karas
parts and will accept nothing else.

uaunimCB
I**

e W5
THE KARAS ORTHOMETRIC (STRAIGHT
FREQUENCY LINE) CONDENSER
Price* and *Ue* above. Shipped direct where dealer* cannot xupply. No money In advance. Pay the
pohfmnn price plus a few cent* po5»tatte. Or send
cash with order and we prepay parcel poit. M-day
Money Back Guarantee.
KARAS LLLCTRIC COMPANY
4052 NORTH ROCKWELL ST.
CHICAGO
93
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BUYER'S

Guide

Brats and Copper

Felt

Iniulation, Moulded (Cont.)

AMERICAN BRASS CO.
Sheet and Rod
Waterbury, Conn.

AMERICAN FELT CO.
213 Congress St.
Boston, Mass.

BOONTON RUBBER CO.
Boonton
New Jersey

Hardware

M. M. FLERON & SON. INC.
Trenton
New Jersey

BROWN. STRICKLER
AND BROWN. INC.
Radio Mail Equipment
108 N. Jefferson St. — Chicago, III.

INSULATING CO. OF AMERICA
(Radio Panel & Parts Co.)
Insulin and Rabelite Panels
Plain, Drilled and P.ngraved
Sub-Panels
Etch-O-Gravure and Other Methods
of Panel Decorations
Insulin Bldg.,
59 Warren St.
New York. N. Y.
Branches in Principal Cities

COPPER AND BRASS
RESEARCH ASSN.
25 Broadway
New York
Cabin tit
EHLERT CABINET COMPANY
Waukesha
Wisconsin

ROBERT H. KIMES
B-K Mast Fittings
9Q7A Schwind Bldg.
Dayton. O.

ELGIN PHONO CABINET
COMPANY
West Chicago St.
Elgin. Ill,

HAYDON and FENTON
Angle Braekets, Screws.
Pints. Mounting Pillars
73 Warren St.
New York City

EXPRESS BODY CO.
44 Lake St.
Crystal Lake, III.

JOHN MUCHER
109 Lafayette Street
New York City s

JORDAN CABINET
CORPORATION
Tel. Sunset 4453
Brooklyn. N. Y.
STANDARD PIANO
BENCH MFG. CO.
1221 West Lake St. Chicago, III.
THE UDELL WORKS. INC.
28tb St. at Barnes Ave.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Cattingt, Die
DOEHLER DIE CASTING
COMPANY
Brooklyn, N. Y.
MARF MACHINERY
and
DIE CASTING CO.
149 4Isl St.
Brooklyn, N. Y. Tel Sunset 9108

PARKER-KALON CORP.
Hardened Metallu
Drive Screws
352 West 13th St.
New York
EDWIN B. STIMPSON CO.
68 Franklin Ave.
Brooklyn. N. Y.
Iniulation, Clan
CORNING GLASS WORKS
Corning, N. Y.

HARD RUBBER PUNCHED
GOODS CO.
ISO Mulberry St. Newark. N. J.
Lacquen
EGYPTIAN LACQUER
COMPANY
90 West St.
New York City
HILO CRYSTAL COMPANY
1 Gerry St.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Loud Speaker!
MARON MFG. CO.
Loud Speakers, Loops, Post and
Standard Sises, Cabinets
519 W. 45th St.. New York. N. Y.
Machinery

Iniulation, Moulded
AMERICAN INSULATOR
CORP'N. .
52 Vanderbilt Ave.
New York
/
AUBURN BUTTON WORKS
Auburn, N. Y.

RADIO PRODUCTION CO.
COIL WINDING MACHINES
Tel. Canal 0474
212 Center St.
New York
BRANCH TOOL CO.
ENGRAVING MACHINES
Foreatdale
Rhode Island

Note.—If information is desired on products or sources of supply not listed above, write to Buyer's Service
Dept. of RADIO ENGINEERING.
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Machinery (Cont.)

Panels, Composition

Stampings, Metal

HOFFMAN TYPE and
ENGRAVING CO.
ENCRAyiSG MACHINES
114 E. I3th St.
New York

POSTER & CO., INC.
Drilling, Engraving, Decorating
Genuine Bakelite
New York
Chicago
28 Barclay St
721 Fulton St.

PATTON MACGUYER CO.
Providence.
Rhode Island

RALPH KENNEDY
AND JOINTERS
CIRCULAR SAWS AND FILES
111 No. 7th St.
Phila., Pa.
EISI.ER ENGINEERING CO.
TUBE MACHINERY
Newark
New Jersey
HENRY PRENTISS CO.. INC.
SECOND HAND MACHINERY
149 Broadway
New York City
Magnete, Permanent
D. K. BULLENS CO.
Hot Forged Radio
Magnets
Pottslown
Pennsylvania
THOMAS & SKINNER STEEL
PRODUCTS CO.
Empire & Harmon Sts.
Indianapolis, IndMiea
STORRS MICA CO.
Owego, N, Y.
Ore, Cryetal
KELSO NATIONAL MINING
COMPANY
Pure Sleet Catena
Crystal Ore
Georgetown
Colorado
•

FORMICA INSULATION CO.
50 Church St.
New York City
WESTINCHOUSE ELECTRIC
AND MFG. CO.
Micarla Panels
and Insulation
150 B way
New York City

RANGE COMPANY
Combination
Radio Pliers
86 Church St
New York

Panels, Metal

SMITH and HEMENWAY
RED DEVIL Pliers
Wrenches, Screwdrivers, etc.
260 Broadway
New York City

CROWE NAMEPLATE &
MFG. CO.
Quality Etched Metal
Panels and Same plates
1749 Grace St
Chicago, 111.

ADROIT TOOL CO.
Soldering Irons
All types
14 Front St
New York

ETCHED PRODUCTS CO.
90 Tenth St.
Long Island City
New York
Patents
PATENTS
Vrile for fret book
MUNN &. CO.
-1 inetjudlines ISSb urtlh the telenlife jtmsrisan
648 Woolworth Bldg., New York City
5.17 Scientific American Bldg.,
Washington. D- C.
1326 Tower Building, Chicago. III.
638 Hobart Bldg-, San Francisco. Cal.
549 Van Nuys Bldg., Los Angeles. Cal.
Resistance Paper
M, O MEARA CO.
Tel. Worth 0051
452 Pearl St.
New York
Screw Machine Products

Packing Materials

COMMERCIAL SCREW MACH.
PRODUCTS CO.
423 Broome St.
New York City

ROBERT GAIR CO.
Cardboard Cartons, Boies,
etc.—All Types
Brooklyn. N. Y.

WM. STEINEN ft CO.
Tel. Market 9077
297 Washington St, Newark, N. J.
Spaghetti Tubing

PEQUOT MFG. CO.
Specialist in Radio
Packing Materials
Long Island City
New York

Tools

MITCHELL-RAND CO.
18 Vesey St
New York City
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STEVENS ft COMPANY
SPINTITE
WRENCHES
For Round and Hexagonal Nuts
373 Broadway
New York
HAMMACHER & SCHLEMMER
COMPANY
Every Kind of Tool for Radio
Fourth Ave.
New York City
Wire
Antenna
Bus Bar
Magnet
Annunciator
Lite
Loop Aerial
Lead in
Guy
Flexible Silk
Detector
CORNISH WIRE CO.
30 Church St.
New York City
JAS. GOLDMARK
All types of wire for radio use
Sole Manufacturers of
WIRIT
83 Warren St
New York
STRAND—Antennas (plain or enameled)
—Double Galvanized.
WIRE—Antenna# (plain or enameled)
Conneetlns and Ground (Rubber) covered. braided or plain.
BUS BAR—Litzendraht-Loop.
MAGNET (Cotton or Silk).
JOHN A. ROEBI.ING SON'S CO.
Trenton, N. J.

READ THIS UNSOLICITED LETTER
New York City, N. Y., Nov. 20, 1925.
"During five years as a radio fan I have tried out practically every circuit which
was or is now in favor,—from one to eight tubes. Some were pretty good but none
ever drove me to write a letter of congratulation to their designer.
"Having tested both the Nameless and the Counterphasc-Six. I am stepping outside
my previous rule and am pleased to forward all of my congratulations for the designing
of what I am sure arc the two best circuits in the world, tube for tube and dollar for
dollar.
"This is a big statement and I am not a spendthrift on phrases but the performance
of these circuits enables me to say that much."
(Signed) H. D. G.
WHAT MORE CAN WE ADD?
ONLY THIS,—that similar statements are continuously made about every
part or circuit that ever appeared under the B-T name.
Nothing goes out with the B-T brand on it unless it is superior,—and our
efforts to live up to that reputation is your best insurance.

For finest Quality of Amplification with Nameless, Counterphase,
or any other circuit, insist on
B-T AUDIO
nil

TRANSFORMERS
2.2 to 1
4.7 to 1

I®,

$5.00
$5.75

They are designed and manufactured for RADIO use by RADIO Experts.
All dealers who sell on Quality sell B-T parts.
Intist on Being Satisfied.
B-T Parts Include: The World's Best Condensers, Tuners, Short Wave
Outfits, Vernier Dials, Air Core Transformers, Choke Coils, Toroid
Coils, Universal Sockets, Audio Transformers, Neutralizing Condensers,
Non-Microphonic Sockets, and Complete Counterphase' Receivers.
Send for Free Circulars.

"Belter Tuning" booklet of B-T Hook-ups and Radio
Information, Postpaid 10c.

BREMER-TULLY MFG. CO.
532 SO. CANAL ST.
CHICAGO. ILL.

%

NATIONAL
VARIABLEj Ve/i;ef

Vernier

DIAL

\0

Positive
Control

Variable
Ratio

Easily
Mounted

Velvet
Smoothness

Gearless

Ornamental

TYPE B
Patents Pending
This
u dial embodies a modified application of our "Velvet Vernier"
mechanism designed to facilitate mounting on the 1/+' shaft of any
standard type of variable condenser, without the use of tools other than
a screw driver. It will replace plain dials on any receiver where sharper
tuning is desired.
Of special importance is a new and novel device which enables the
user to adjust at will the reduction to any ratio from 6-1 to 86-1. '
feature aids greatly in the separation of stations operating on the lo
wave lengths. This new dial is moulded from black bakelite in a hij
ornamental design with perfectly uniform graduationr.
Cahilag SymM
V. B. C
V. B. C. C.

PRICE LIST
Sftcifcalieas
Clockwise 0 200 (360*)
Counter-Clockwise 200-0 (380*)

Price, Nickel Fimsk
*2M
2.50

ColJ I'lHnh
53.00
3.00

NATIONAL CO., Inc.
F.ilthlilhcJ 19H
110 Brookline Street

Cambridge, Mass.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Hammarlund

S

"V

CONDENSER

^

1

, 1^

&

Tb
,^y^"N V band of frequencies, in wliich tlie dielectric absorption, power losses, etc.,
maximuni is three limes the miniinum, have been reduced to the minimum.
ran be covered by the new Mammarlund Rugged and compact. VVarpless aluminum
S-I.-l- t'ondenser. provided die ininimum alloy frame, grounded to the rotor. Hard
circuit capacity is one-ninth of llie maximum brass plates, chemically treated against corrosion. l ie bars insure permanent aligncircuit capacity.
Adjustable ball-bearings. AdjustIf these conditions arc met, mathematical ment.
hand brake. One small piece of
straight-line frequency distribution will be able
I solantilc insulation, places! outside of
attained, reading from zero to 100 on the electro static Held. Bronze dock-spring pigdial.
tail. One-hole mounting, with anchoring
Kquivalent resistance, phase angle dilfercnce. screw.
This ronjtnser is endorsed hy the enjineer designers of the llammorInnd Roberts re.eiver. Complete inst'u.tions for assembling, triring
and operating this famous receiver will be sent upon receipt of 25f11A M M A RI.UXII M ANUF ACTURING COM PANY
42-1 4,18 West 33rd Street, Xew York City
HjojoLLcy
ammarlund
f= Ft E C / S / O N
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PRODUCTS
^lj^C?r?nnrrimnr^

